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A/
Hon:Col:Sec;

Before complying with the instr cutions

at liberty to submit a revised estimate of the
Dependencies contribution towards the cost of the
Central Administration,without my being tied down to
"One-third” as the fixed proportion mentioned in
Governor Young’s Minute to Council,dated 29th October
1918 ?

Colonial Treasurer
22nd September 1921,

ch h

The Hon:Col:Sec;

with the Dependencies That estimate was made shortly
after my return to the Colony ,af ter an absence of

The estimate of £1,472, shewn as a
footnote to the Table of Estimates 1920,1s, adhas beer.
already pointed out,One-third of the Estimated Excess
of the Dependencies Revenue over Expenditure ,(£4,417)
In this connection,! venture,with all due respect,to

say, that

1
I

nearly Two yearsw

contained in pars: 10 and 11 of His Excellency’s 
minute of 21/9/21, might I venture to ask whether I am

When I submitted Encl:(l), I 
understood that such estimate^ should be based upon 
11 One—third” the actual Cost of the various depart
ments (in the Falkland Islands) ,directly comcerned
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the exception of the Stock Department, the attention of
Government has been called to the increase of late

Thisyears in the work of the various Departments »
increase cannot ,1 think,be attributed to the Industries

I dothird the clerical staff at present required.

other industry in the Falkland Islands,apart from the

The Sheep—farming Industry has been under the4,
vdirect supervision of a Chief Inspector of Stockland

has not been able to suggest the possibility of this
There are no

hinterlands in the Falkland Islands to be opened up
or developed,and there would appear to be every indi—

Islands isc not' only entirely financed by British

In its

5-

industry being further developed,,

not think that the increase in the work and staff of 
the various departments can be attributed to any new 
development in the She,ep—farming Industry,or to any

4p

carried on in the Falkland Islands proper.
Previous to the introduction of the Whaling

say,.that I am unable to see how such ’’Excess of 
can,in any way be regarded as representing

Dependencies,

. While on the subject,might I venture to point 
out that the Sheep—farming Industry of the Falkland

-
Industry,(in 1906) ,it was possible for the work of the 
various departments to be carried on with about one—

Revenue"
The Cost of Central Administration”«

I believe I am correct in stating that with

cation that the Sheep—farming Industry had been fully 
developed,some years previous to 1914.

for many years,this officer has been a qualified
Veterinary Surgeon* So far as I am aware,this offices

Capital,but,it is, also worked entirely by British
Labour, On the other hand,the Whaling Industry of the 
^Dependencies ,is rwith but one or two( exceptions, 
financed by Foreign Capital,and worked by Aliens«

6.



16, In its infancy,the Whaling Industry may be
said to have been fostered and developed,and all
expenditure then incurred,charged against the Revenue
derived from the Falkland Islands-'(Sheep—farming),•

7, > In former years,before the Dependencies began
to contribute towards the revenue ,it was with the
greatest difficulty that the Colony was able to maintain

betweeii its At that time it
was only'possible to do so ,by exercising the strictest
economy,and I think I am correct in saying that in

could not then be undertaken.-)

I think it8

than some of the ’Britishers living on the outlaying
islands of the West Falklands,yet,and unless Team

from the Whaling Industry in this Colony,than the

c -■>

»» « t?

Totals 5,OOQL

Encl: (2), is an extract taken from the10,

I
that even the Norwegian Government 1

very much mistaken,the > taxation, per head of the . 
population towards the revenue of the Colony, cannot

' the Colony,both as regards Whaling and She ep**f arming L
' (January to March) ,the population may be said to be 

r rdistributed aS follows:*-

Stock Inspector's Annual Reports for the years 1911 
’ ' r ' to 1^18,

Government and people of the Falkland Islands«

'Falkland Islands, (about)2,200,
South Georgia, I ,,, - ,1,500,

iSouth Shetlands, — l,J00,}

Revenue and Expenditure,

With regard to the Inhabitants, i
may be said that many of the Alden!population in the (!
Dependencies derive greater bent-fit from the Colony, ;

be compared, I have been told,and'I have no reason 
to disbelieve it, 
had derived more direct as well as indirect benifit

a sound financial position,and shew an equilibrium

order to do this,certain-Works and expenditure,which 
in another Colony would have been considered essential,

9, During thaf time of the year when the 
most important operations' are-being carried dn in
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1919 > which accompanied the
Estimates for 1920
the Hhaling and the Sheep-farming Industries of the
the Colony.

declining the whaling industry was improving
From the foregoing, it seems to me that:-10.

(a) As a result of the introduction of the

b en materially increased.
(b) That the increase would seem to have more

with, a
corresponding increase in expenditure.

(c) That in consequence it only seems fair that
the Revenue now being derived from the
Ifnaling Industry, (the Dependencies) should
be charged with a share of this increase in
the Expenditure of the Falkland Islands.

(d) That the share to be borne by the
Dependencies should be apportioned in the
manner indicated by Encl (3).

departments in the Falkland Islands hrve
i

5
Sheet No--- --------

'/dialing industry into the Colony, the work
• nd in consequence the staff of the various

From these statements for those years 
the indication is that while sheep-farming was

e. comparison is shewn between
dated 19th August,
to 1918, and in Governor Young’s message to Council

or less commenced as from 1911,

-.... /0olonial Treasurer, 
27th September, 1921,
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Submitted.

2. There appears to be much force in the

arguments put forward by the Treasurer for increasing

the proportion of cost of the Central Administration

One thirl of theto be borne by the Dependencies.

estimated excess of revenue over expenditure in the

Dependencies bears no relation to the cost of

administering the Dependencies.

3. As far as the information contained in these

papers shews the original estimate of one third

was made by Sir Douglas Young in his minute of the

29th October, 1918 to Legislative Council. Had

that been adhered to the contribution borne by the

in the 1920 Estimates should

some other way.

4. What proportion of the cost of the central

Administration should be borne by the Dependencies

providing that it is assumed that the latter is

to be treated as a separate Government, to which

certain services are rendered by the Government of
I

the Falklands which should be paid for, must

necessar ily be a matter of opinion. The Treasurer

time/

just and I beg to support it as against the figures 
hitherto accepted.

5. It is, I submit, earnestly to be hoped 
that the Secretary of State will reconsider the

Minute Paper.

Dependencies

apparently have been 1/3 of £31,159 or £10386

policy laid down in paragraphs 7 and 8 of Despatch 

No. 137 of the 23rd December, 1919, He at that

has worked out an estimate which may be regarded as

instead of £4,417. Sir Douglas Young may however 

have intended his words to have been construed in



time considered that
4

"to a considerable extent on revenue from the
"Dependencies to balance its Expenditure". He

further expresses the opinion that

"its own revenue and expenditure &c".
6. The Colony has in the 15 years since the

introduction of the whaling industry embarked on
expenditure ana entered into liabilities which

not only would not have been possible without the
additional revenue obtained, but which would not
in many directions have been necessary without
the burden of administering the Dependencies. A
comparison between the Estimates of 1906 and
1921 will shew that the personnel has doubled in

purely for local requirements, namely the
Dentist, Forest Officer, , Chief

Further
the Norwegian Government will with its tax of
2 kroner on each barrel of oil derive a far

If •]Government.

taken/

"of the Dependencies appears to afford us- u? 
justification for the continuance of the present

"for the Colony to attain such a position 
"financially as to shew an equilibrium between

population of the Dependencies is in many 
respects better served than the inhabitants of 
the outlying portions of the Colony.

"system under which the Colony itself relies

"it is desirable

larger revenue from the Dependencies than this 
lev

,000 barrels only are

Inspector of Stock, Wireless Telegraph ©perator 
and two telephone Operators.

7. As the Treasurer points out the alien

numbers those years. The increase is
* i

from 59 to 78.,'of the additional
some aigM only can be said to be

"the fact that Port Stanley | 
"happened to be the administrative headquarters
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in view of the past history of the Dependencies
and the needs of the Falkland Islands they should
not be regarded as an entirely independent entity
with a merely fortuitous central administration
in another country.

industry.

there is no secondary education and that many
aaults as well as numbers of the children are
quite illiterate, of the second, that the inhab-

can the Colony escape,when its present surplus
balances are consumed,from the hand to mouth
conditions that existed in pre-whaling days.

Hitherto it does not appeal? that the Government has
been in a position to afford any appreciable
expenditure on the farming industry.

rewards/

8. I venture to suggest that the Secretary of
State be asked to re-consider the position and that,

special consideration appear to be three in 
number namely, improved education, improved

10. Finally it may be said that the Depen
dencies as merely depots for commercial, and for

J/inule Paper.

communications and the development of the farming
Uf the first it need only be said that

9. The urgent requirements of this Colony, 
whose purely British inhabitants appear ^td deserve

the most part foreign, trading ventures have no 

grc>UEd6i-en<..wh4ch-.i-teean-<be-‘edai-m6d-that the

taken by Norwegian Whalers the proceed^ with the 
nc m&j 2 0V~O .

krdner at 1/7 will be ave:i'££&y3Q®.

' of the community for many months in the year and of 
the third, that apparently in that direction alone

itants of a great part of the group are cut off , 
not only from the outside world, but from the rest
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Colonial Treasurer.
5th December 1921.

O <hI

kkW' 1

ft & ty/fa-

/w
?b

?/7Z.S 
f

rewards, if any, shall not go to swell the 
funds of the Government which has the 

/*'*'* &$ jt^.

burden and ^responsibilities of administration.!

Hon:Col:Sec; Thanks. Papers returned. 1 greatly 
appreciated the enclosed despatch which I have read 
with great interest.

-• ?>/ . -
J , .

/YJ\
j ye ' ^ ‘- .

/JVC 'ZM'iyJ
(zU^ Z '
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Hon:Col:Surgeons

s/

L 4/t*U
<^r?,--£xta^.

Passed to you accordinglye

Colonial Treasurero 
11th April 1922o

MJ
H I

■/zz^^.ZzX^Z 
1 r*' y ,

i
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Colonial Treasurer.
12th May 1922.
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Hon:Col:Sec;

Herewith. Spoken. Statements herewith
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Read & passed to you accordingly
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Extracted from Governor’s minute of the 13 th

Adjustment Voucher 13 should be5.
amended accordingly and a Special Warrant
issued for £8,000 instead of £9,222.

,v I
Jet 7

of April, 1923, 11* P. 37/23.
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ADMIN 1STRAT x ONCENTRALOFCOSTESTIMATED

Despatch No.1J7 of 2Jrd December 1919.Far: 8 of S.of S

The following Departments would appear to be directly concerned
with the Dependencies:—

1±. GOVERNOR.

£2,065

7©Second - do

11. Type &c
12.Contingencieso £2,126*z

/
1 5.Asst: do-

50.
V.AUD1T 1.imperial audit* 40.

30 •
9.Court & Coroners exes: 15.

45Z

160.
©

373,

3.Duty allowance 
5.Clerk & P.S.

4.Messenger
5©Head Printer
6.First Asst: -do-

£i,35O.z
40. /

15.
220.

175.
175.

F

17 e Stationery.

3.Record Clerk.

1. Governor.

130 e
33.
50©

2.First Clerk.
3«Second Clerk©
4.Customs Officer.

VIx.LEGAL. (1 to 3.)
5.Clerk.

Vx_ll.POLICE & PRISONS.
1.Chf:Constable 
2.Sgt:Police 
3«^atroh.
9®Subsistence.

o.

pl w '

9©Overtime printing
10.Telegrams®

180.

50.
30.

200.

500.
250.
200.

150.

.COLONj,AL SECRETARY.
1. Colonial Secretary.
2. Chief Clerk.

165.

£ 675.
375.

66.

£1300.
500.
265.

1V.TREASURY & CUSTOMS.
1.Treasurer & Collector.



£5,^99.Forward

75

8®Feriodicals.&c (?)

925

791
XXI1. COLONIAL ENGINEER.

Total.

£3,481*6* say £3,482

5.Salutes & Flags
6.imperial Institute.

Colonial Treasurer 
14th January 1021,

X± _1.MlSCELLANEOUS.
3©Crown Agents exess:
4.Fire insurance

750
----

£1<, 445

/

XV.

1®Col:Engineer 
2.Clerk®

50o

9 « Stamps ®
10.Festal Stores.

7.Stationery.
•■/■ >* S *

5©Clerk®
6©Messenger
7®Assistance in P.O®

£30®

500.
250s

8.Bureau©

400®
75«
120

1 One Third of £10,445 equals

41.
15 « 
50® 
40®

144B.
10®

250®
10®

150.

7^ / IT/ /7\. (ooto^

15 ®
13^.impl:Resource Bureau®
14. Im? -1: War Exes s:

600/
75.
20u/
50.

Pi.-
O’
W -

POST OFPj.CE©
1®Postmaster© 
la©Personal®

XVj.^®

SCj-ENTxFj-C department®
Ir2eGe«legist

3©Naturalist.
.5 ® Geolegist1s instmts:

6eNaturalist's -de—



3,

ADMINISTRATICENTRALOFCOSTTHEDEPENDENCIES CONTRIBUTION TOWARDS

Paragraph. 10 of Treasurer’s minute of 27th September 1921-

Head. Total.Department. Rate . Amount.

£60.I. 5%PENSIONS . 0.0.£1200.

II . GOVERNOR .

621. 0. 0.

Ill. COLONIAL SECRETARY.

984. 5 0 .

—' IV. TREASURY & CUSTOMS.

844. 10 0.

50/.v. AUDIT . £40. 20 0 0 .

PORT & MARINE.VI.

228. 17 8.

VII. LEGAL.

308 15 0.

POLICE & PRISONS.III.

f 0.518. 0

MEDICAL .IX.

0.719.10

MISCELLANEOUS . 50%£2245XIII. 0.101122

GEOLOGIST.

o.375

£$802 1 . 8.Carried Forward
1

£300. 0. 0.
75. 0. 0.

Personal
Other

Personal 
Other

Personal 
Other

Personal 
Other

Personal 
Other

Personal
Other

Personal 
Other

Personal
Other

£2028
870

£600
300

£35585

£905.10. 0.
78.15. 0.

£2344.
350

£1811
315

£676. 0. 0.
43.10. 0.

£266. 5. 0.
42.10. 0.

£461.10. 0.
56.10. 0.

50%
?5%

£772.10. 0.
72. 0. 0.

£193. 6. 8.
35.11. 0.

£586. 0. 0.
35. 0. 0■

£1545
288

£ 58O
711

33%
5%

33%
5%

50%25%

50%25%

75% 5%

50%
25%

25%10%

£923
226



Head. Total.Department. Rate. Amouht.

£5802. 7. 8.Br eight Forward
XVC . NATURALIST .

50. o. o.

XVII. POST OFFICE.

395.16. o.

XXII . COLONIAL ENGINEER.

149.19. 4.

_ XXIII. PUBLIC WORKS RECURRENT.
5/0£3545. 177. 5. 0.

£6575. 8. 0.TOTAL

/

Personal
Other

Personal Other

Personal Other £75
50

£37.10. 0.12.10. 0.

£139. 1. 0.10.18. 4.

£215”, 0. 0.
180.16. 0.

5%
3%

£2781
364

£6453616 33%
5%

50%25%



e! .■cr—"T<

kivp of the undermentioned Iliads

Date .education Ecclesiastical Total Remarksi

£ 1196190.5 £ 450£ 420 £ 974£ 15?75 £ 1015 £ 4055 £ 11220

5661906 4659IO3616258 1220420 1417 11599

436110801907 1305 805348 1277382317134

6021908 220 1475 4082 7217838 1322720444

6153216 137601538 703 28248721909 19913

222 1510 795 1371 4793 134071910 89518200

86241654 947 4810220 147849931911 23408

15486116551693167 180219819901912 33507

1680 627 3965270955 7497 17741252381913

746936047 220 1821 3957 28578924 5471914

1866 565133600 2057 599 279492209091915

2265 2624 643151625460 217 190299091916

260829687 247121917 220 907 4975939 301

94626269 223 2749 5217 21052328 9711918

67H1216 4369 20200220 57726911 3291919

596 25997224 829 732342401920 143433320

»

I
J'

Savings 
Bank

Stock
Department Works

Extraordy Nett
TotalTotal



898/21.

?;o. 113. --♦art

29th lloveriber, 1921.

I h&vo tho bonus? to refer to tho correspondence
,a on tho subject of the rhai’e ofnoted ■*.

ud its Dependencies, and to sub-nitof tho Colony
the following observations on tho financial situation
as affoetod by tho historical and political aspects
of tho question.

2.

of vchozi 712 are cMidren undor 15 years of ago. •f

1693 are resident

of y;hcu 897

aro resident in Stanley, and 396 are resident in host
Falkland end adj; cant islands. The resident popul
ation of tho Dependencies is composed of 5 officials ,j

uhich
and about

20 persons uno nre onpioyod in tho whaling ; industry.
from Sopterhor to the

Of this number 1250 are omployod
in/Tir; ElO:iT EOhOWLLE

I.

SECRETARY OF STATE

FOE TLIE COl’XXmS.

L. S. GHURCriIDL,

shout 2550 raen, uho ara almost entirely 

of alien nationality are employed tenpornrily in tho

fol ?io«iris iay,

wholing industry.

tho v,'huli.uf; soason,

is imaintained by tho /;r .cntlne Government,

I
s:?/.h:pv3

G0V13^kf HOUSE,

Six’ ?

tiie mrgi

the c/£• X staff of a ? lotoorolo^cal statlau.

the total population of the colouy.

The population of tha colony nuiibara 3100,

in East Eslkl nd and adjacent Islands,

from secretary of stato
:?o<137 of S3rd Doc. 1919
..-.»A.-0 O1 loth ..e.y,1920 t ,G Dopo.uieiicios in the cost of the /xt.iiniatration

. o.P4 of Stu Zipri 1,1921



i

2.I

ixi South Georgia and 1300 in the South Shetland©
a herd3.

working and thrifty co. enmity, are of British doocont.

ili have neither the
opportunity nor the prospect of advancement. For

who population has remained
practically stationary• Thoro has boon no devolop-

on which tho
Colony has boon entirely dependent. iio expenditure
from public funds has boon incurred an experimental
work in co. moot ion with this industry or with agri
culture - There have been little or no facilities
for education ,:any of the adults are stated to
bo illiterate. school is ;'io.intainod

There is no secondary educationby the Governs iont.
in any far. i.
cd on the sheep farms receive

instruction from a Travelling
who has no training in educational methods.

There are no railways, roads or bridges in the

dangerous.

on

pressing
need/

The children of parents who are oinploy-

■ ;ont of the sheep-farming industry,

the lust twenty years,

II

Teachor,

$ >
f '

One primary

1

patent facts,

/I

^iey enjoy none of th© ordimx»y aiionitios of life-

Colony and travelling is difficult and at time©
Tho Capital hae no water supply and no

■'Tainag© or ligliting system, aud tho housing i© 
inadequate and unsatisfactory*

arid tuilosfj they aro icuid.'toldors,

pooplo of tho Falkland Islands,

I recito those 
shoutoG how llttlo has neon done for 

the people of those islands, not as a reflection 
past Administrations, whoso resources have boon 
strained to the utmost to vender the Colony self 
supporting, but in ordor to indicate the

P for a few days in the
year at the most.



7

inprovo Wo conditions in which tlio inhabitants
arid for Uio application to that object oflive;

such awunto as tho funds tliat ba available

permit.
4: •

not boon for the initiation find develop mt of the
whaling industry in the Dependencies from 1905
ont/urdc•

In the year 1900 notification was mde in5 ♦

tho Gasotto that tho Goveruwnt of the Falkland
islands would bo prepared to grant a lease of South
Georgia9 and in 1905 a lease of tho Island was granted
to the So'ath Georgia Ikcploration Company which was
composed mainly of Falkland Islands shephorde# Within
a brief period a lease of a land site for whaling
purposes was
the Government of which Country has laid claim to

the South Atlantic*

6e

Of/

.1

3.

need fox1 a detowinod 6.nd sustained endeavour to

There in no reason to suppose that any 
material progress would have been possible had it

-P ■

and (k*aharng
Land, and providing for tho Oovoi’nraont thoroof as 
Dependonoios of tho Colony.

tT’iintod to a canpany foxviod in Argentina,

sov-:.-roignty ovor tho Falkland and othor Islands in
Dovolop iont in the whaling 

industry was rapid, and in 1903 Lsttors Patont v?ei»e 
issued appointing the Governor of tho Falkland Xslnnds 
to be oovernor of South Georgia, the South Orkneys, 
th© South Shetlands, the Sandwich Islands,

Tho Govormont of th© Dependencies is 
administered by the Governor of the Colony assisted 
by an Executive end a uoglslativo Oounoil. The 
Unofficial I’cvbors of these bodies are un;'®ld and 
tho asaistaneo which they rondor in the athiinietrati on

• n 
f



of the colony and Its Depondencios canno- be
The ;r7ris~aeasurod by any lonotary standard.

diction of the Supreme Court of tho Colony has
boon extended to the Dependencies and their
general administration is subordinate to and urv'er
the control of the Departmental Staff of the Colony#

Under the Administration of the Colony of7.
the Falkland Islands the whaling field of the3

Dopendoneies has beeorao more productive Qian all
thoao in the root of the world combined. ?.t a

=4 time of grave national omapgonoy during the late
bar when ths ministry of Munitions was faced with
the probability of a most serious shortage of
nitro-glycerine the supply of whale oil became of
paramount importance to the I'vipiro and the products
of the Colony^ vast whaling field were available
for tho menufseturo of propellant explosives for
the use of His Llajosty*'; Forces. The average
quantity of whale oil now exported amounts to over
300,000 barrels a year.

The Colony has derived revenue from tho
rente

was
■

1920 to £9524.
9*

:•

licences ?

Dependencies since 1905,

1

£ ■

of land sites for whaling purposes and whaling
in addition to cor-iparatlvely small sums

from import duties,

She receipts 
from the first mentioned sources of revenue, which 
have been 11:tie altered sinco 1906 , amounted in

from the usual minor heads of revenue such as fees, 
fines and port dues; In 1912 an export duty on 
whalo oil of 3d a barrel won imposed and 
increased to 3rd. a barrel in 1915,

v 
* C
f



8

in view of
tho urgent o.?:k2 obvious need of the Colony for tho
expenditure of large suras on dovolopy.v-mt , the expert

have boca considerably increased towards the end of

th.o

where sirdlar
and in tills colony tho direct

3

increased by over 1OQJ-
10

depantn; tai C<v-’4uitte© van appointed by '!’■> Socrotax’y
.'.ong to consider . Ixat could he dan© in regard to

and to tho

of the lY,lkland Islands; and to consider vhat . troly

scientific investigations wo uost req.-zirod in
Sie

7;orl: root uit? the : sost cordial support from practical
whaiors as v.oll as fro:u the Addralty aid from

inter alia

research expedition should be fitted, out at a. first

'•Store tic.:?, be no

south Africa.

'She/

»
•'■ f
t

dovolopz-io-rb

the pro nervation of the whaling industry

Admiralty Letter 
of 9th i;ov: 1917 •

iho b;ar/Ln tho interests of tho Oovorj-rjont concerned*
That least wav- X think I a-.?4 xai^at in saylaig?

duty on v.’Zinlo oil would,»

0.

cor.xeniau wi.th those regions*

Iiarly in tho yee^ 1913 ?

tc.ruxtioiv on tho sb-ocpwfiv?>.-Xug indastx»y nas>

scientific bodies?

I
;

however;; rv: Inter-

i

/I

co'st of £105,000, viitlx r.^iiito .ancc eiyj.r!.;on of from 
000 to £55,000 -per tuuivei.

t

eirawfcjtc.ucos arose,

5 hurt &

Co- .nlttoo^ nl.oso

actiarta.ron ±u ;.-ll other Colonies,

of othor industries in the Dopcadoi’-oiee

■□ can be no doubt that,

recoi.t ended;,

in the ordinary course,

in fact,

doubt of tho vast scientific i.nporteuco of trio work 
i

proposed «> The Achiiralty observed in 1017. when 

the) project ol a research vessel was first -'looted- 

that the Co-nonvzcalth of A-istralla and the fo;-inion 

oSt Nov? '’oalantl uonld bo oven ??iore intorostod than 

tlijs Govenrsont of India and the mion of



6
Trustees of the British huseup. regarded tho

work as one of national importance*
©xo difficulty of Obtaining funds for thslie

and.

from tho revenues of the Dopmktencics It is not
^.Treasonable to point out that

of a less speculative nature than the benefits tlxat
cm bo expected to uooruo to the uhaling industryJ in these waters*

12
the duty on whale oil exported frohi too DependenciesI •
has boon miceossivcly increased in the pest two

with the.i

••wlcrstanding bhfib the additional xs venue so
obtained should bo carried to the Research Fund*
©ie duty received on whale and seal oil in 1920

tho estimate for 1921 was
77,600 Q.ud far

255,000*

31)

7Mtfc»tos

futiire/

....^

it is apparent that, tho present policy is that tho 
whole cost shell bo provided by this Govern.:cnt

of su-nwtinij by all .wana. la ny pov;oi» w.c pvojaot 
of tho research Investigations and the policy of 
carrying the special tax on the pi’oduota of th©

Colonel Anox’y’s despatch t’o. 137 of tho
23rd of Dccorfeor

t:7o prospect tli&t scientific results of i3?cr-t vr.luo 
J.

to the world will be achieved by tho expedition is

was n?prly £20sC03,

1
e barrel,years to 1/6 and then to 5/-

year 1922 it is set down st

for tho year 1920 and directed that

Izilter fro- British
’’UCOU;;1,31ct Pqc . 1917I

i need hardly assure , tiiat I ar?, desirous

M.1 £.0

In purs lance of the policy inferred to,

, 1919 approved generally of the

ii:i this connection,

, in

Dependencies to tho Eosoardh Fund, but. the decade on the hevsnaea oi tho Colony have boon carried
IWtlioi^

■

il

investigations has proved a aorioua obs:taele ?
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the Estimates of the colony bo
framed on the basis that the cantrib .vtlox oX' the
Dopmdenoies (apart from the chare of the cost of
tho Central Administration). should not in any year

and that savings on tho
Dopondoncles hstlrr.tos should not accrue to the
surplus balances of the Colony hut ohcmld bo paid
to the credit of the Rocowch Wnd< I submit
•that the last ncntioxiod direction. might lead to
wasteful expc::clitm?o of public funds.

ffiio cost of the Dependencies to the14

.'.-2 Inlotration has not yet boon determined.
in a minute to the Legislative

indicated
that ho considered that a fair proportion of the
coot of the adnhiiotration of the Colony to be
borne by the Dependencies mi/Jit bo placed at

which appears in the Estimates
states that the ^iKpondit-'re of the

Rilkland Islands may be credited, and the foyond*

the estimted cost of the Central Administration
directly cone: m<xln • It is not ehevm h-w tho«

cost of tho Central Aduinistrsitionestimate of th

2\) Socrotary State 
ho.123 of 3th bov*1913

f

IS •

Sil’

exceed t?ve su o>?

* ’•

”Totals of

future?

1920",

Dougles •.•?:>«.■<;;;.

for 1920,

Co'.-xi.cil Introducing the rgtirartes for 1010,

A footnote to the table,.^2 ,,?_e0

vms arrived at, but the snci of .1,472 is oq’xlvalent 

to one-third of tlio er.iount of > £4,417 b; which the 

Revenue of the hopondonciea wao eiqy>etod to exoeod 

the jjjqpsnditure of the Dcpeudcnolos, as shown in 

the table referred to and also in tlie siwary of 

of the liovonne and Rjcpendlturo of tho Dependencies 
an par,o So of tho Estir/xitos.

nI
i

encies debited, with £.1,472, being one-third of



1

3*

adr-dnis taring tho Colony is sufficient to prove
that the cost of administering the Dopau.doneieo

It i.'onld not appear that any close oxar.iimtion
Las boon made of the effect of the eliango which
the addition oZ tho Dependencies to the Govern :ent

Kot only in tho greater part
of my tine and of that of the principal
officials of the Administration taken up by the

but
almost ov’ory phase of the Administration has
been affected* An ei’roneoun Inpression exists
that the Colony would for its own requirements ?9

have some difficulty in maintaining in its
ecccnmts an oqtxilibriu .• between expenditure and
revenue without financial assistance from the

I see no such difficultyDependencies- If
it v/ere possible for tho Dependencies to be now
constituted a separate Government it would, for
the reasons given, take some little time
necessary reductions in tho establishment to bo

but the costs of administration arc naw
out of az.l px^oportion to the require:wita of

the colony alone in con?? Ider at ion of the :rork
i tluxt is being P02‘fox'imed»

16.

are raised in tho
Dependencies

should be regardod as 9

in/

/
//

x submit that in justice tn the C ■ lony 
no part of tho revenues which

•v
k. /

m do,

for the

has been censiderably widerostiniatod in the past-

affairs,considerabion of the Dependencies*

has brought about*

IS* A comparatively brief experienoo of

; and which are oxpanded on 
administrative services,



a subsidy to the Colony? and that
the principle should be ecbiitted that the- first

after defraying purely
local expenditure. is for the paynient of the cost

and that thereafter
only? should tho surplus of revenue bo carried to

It is proper that I s^ioxildthe nosearch yund#
•ring to your notice that the residents of the/I

ation in this jitter- It is unfortunate tliat
repeated efforts of Inhabitants of the Colony to

while the nat tonality of the large na jorlty of the
firns and practically all the personnel engaged
in the industry remain alien.

that the cost of17.
administering the Dependencies should be accessed
on tho actual expenditure incurred in each year

A and that Wo special contribution nuthorisiod by
bo. 137 of th© t?3rd of

1919, should bo discontinued.

extent a saattor of opinion.

encieo of the South Shot lands and Grahame Le nd
is/

J
i
I

All
Depend-*

7:/

Colony f el strongly that the interests and claims 
of t’-o Colony have roeoivacl insufficient consider-*

h 
t-
Q

I

I/ /
>

9:

I subr-it,

!

recenbor,

by obtaiiiing a licorice to tabe whaloa,

Colonel Amory’s despatch,

bo allowed ’to participato in tho wimling industry,

of' adiSixisteriii;.; tho Dependencies,

have failed,

in any sense,

datei’mimtion of the cost of administration presents 
difficultyj the question is and. >,;ust remain to some

i’urt-v r,

claim on •?,: revenues ,

In south Georgia the 
local administrative work in carx-iod out by the stafi 

resident in t .uepoiMloncy tvider tho control and 

uirectioxx oi uho staff at lloadcuartors- 

adriinistrativc mroxf* in connection with the



xo> 
t I—■»

is carried out by the staff at UcKidqmrtors
the Tfork of the principal dopartar '..tn

of the Administration io 3onooin.ied-. for the oat
vrith matters directly affooting the Depend-*

cncies and the disparity between the anotint of vrorlr
in connection ::lt.: the dialing industry of th©
Dependencies and tho sheep«-f arming industry of the
Colony !•■ lively to Increase in the future -

I suggest that the only method by nhich13.
a reliable osti:uato of tho cost of Zidmlnistratien
can bo arrived at is by comparing t?Jo expenditure

before whaling was carried on in the
tho Colony only for

on
account of higher salaries and prices- in the cost
of g stub bailments and in recurrent e:ipendit-oo?e, tho
difference betnoer. the figures b’ill sho^ approKimiately
vbat the Depe; doncies cont the-Colony. it

necessary for the ptirposes of the comparison
that the depart .ents vniich liavo no connection rith.

■ and perform no duties for the Doix^ndencies

e:-'.o', ilcl
be omitted fr - tho computation* X refer to the
following heads of Service:

and
Forestry*

1905
and stationary r.t ,C.-‘347 ln 1920.

19.

of the
which has bacn roflectecl in the oxpoj;itlit-u*o
inc luclod sex’V ices

1920.

:

Derc- ’cle ;Cies»

as expenditure on fiibllc V<ox>k3 RttiVxordinary,

Colony 
on tho 

it is i’nixxrtant to state v-iat 
total receipts froxa CustOEw Duties

in 1905,
•••it., tint for

> aa well

moreover,

y.duoatlon, Tl-.clesinsticRl,
Stool: Depart: -.out, Geological fnrvoy

Lost it r.say bo thou$xt that there has 
been r,or.xo natural expansion of the trado

Sc vinga B&nlc,

■

is 3

.Aftar c-.31ov;.i_'ig for normal incpoasos.

hov/cver?

p&rt 3

the
bore f^762 in



11.

19. A oaapai’ativo statonmt io cuinoxod
KV-a« •« a-x, -<-••••'»•* ' shorting the exp and!tv ire of the Colony 1005

an•-. the exporxUturo of the Colony in 1920

excluding the p-xroly local cervices in th© Colony

and in the Dependencies- It will ho observed
f-.at tho cost -x’ the Ad Ini st rat ion based on the$

• ..as ris-Xi from £11,125 to £25,825 or an increase
of over 132-' - for the reasons

even a hi ..ho?? percent-
a-ps would not bo inequitable :;iay fairly bo attribut
ed to tho cost to tho C :2.ony of the Adnl?.isti*atioxx
•■;-f tho Pop<nhh>?ci0S leaving 62c' to be borne by the

the

poot-var incraasaa on ufcuch varied fr-xi 23;; to

37; h a: id 'ii acco-mt of tho general rise in prices*

the deference between the figures for 1905 and

192 •:) as siliown in the stntoucnt io £14 ?790 and 70'1

vzhleli bears to t’ioof

a proportion ofexpenditure of
I therefore roeo end for.•»

>■ ?

an/ i
I

'

.

1',

eoinputatlon s : .^sied in the preocodi'ng paxnigr<r

?. Ir eady nt a. tod ?

Colony itself -x. account of hl-.:lcr salaries,

A- tii

approxirnatelj 40;J *

yo vr £ voiuvi.bie consideration, that IQ' of the

Gf this imvecao*

7(k:5

5,825 In. 1920,

U’is sau s /Ounts to £10,200,

between the Colony and the Dependonclos there triix 

re/iain available each year, £ron Bepo'Kleneies 
sources, for th© purposes of scientific research

a.unual covtj computed as a.i-hsostod in the pro-vodir.y 

paragraph, of the M.xLnistration directly eoncomed^ 

should bo tt-'axi as a. fair niniirMi o xro to be boi'?/4o 

by the Dependencies fro-? the 1st of January, 1921 < 

By mxch aii adjustment of the fiscal :.’olntions

, but



12.

an wxat largely Ln excess of tho total revenue
of the Colony*

11
‘J* Middleton.

__ _____________ •■■ •■

* 
t ?

i

d

Sir ?

I
- a'

Yorir zaost ol>ecU<ont>

1 liavo the itonoitr to bo,

hurdle servant j



.....tu 1..- ,.x.

Coipurutive tt.blu of the Actual Exyenu.1tui*e in 1305 ana 1920

Fte r so n1 Ea» lu/® n t s

1 am Other Chargee separately.

4i
—

is 1920.1905.
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Public 5orks
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Port s.ru
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Police ui-i
Prisons

< '

^86

Post Offijc

x vJ 0

Dru>?i)iUiU» -‘ie
Hefunus

7 7>
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shewing the nuab^.cs on the hstubiishaent,

7

£13331 = 123§
£25825 = 132-
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P. E. 0 • c •

W"/tooSVflE TO KiLNLi.ND ISLANDS DESPATCH 

lie Of

Stuir injxvused rroa* 32 to 5~ 2 84£ ... .
I3x>lUiuents Iner^v-scu. iroin £ j£76 to £12494 2

Other Ciurges n ” i- 3349 n
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Qi'HETUKN TOTAn STOCK - I'AluOANh ISLANDS.

lambing leroentage.Year. Horses. Cattle.
1911

1912

1913

1914

1915

1916

732,859

698,072

731,268

689,904

696,975

699,368

669,996

2,846

2,996
7,859

7,529

8,491

7,821

7,828

7,561
6,844

7,263

6,794

Total No. of Sheep.

706,170

711,367

61.87> 

6O.89> 
52.7^ 

56.80ji

58.67$ 

65,79$ 

51.7q$

2,792

2,942
2,930

2,972

2,658

8,556

2,611

l\ 

k

I

1917

1918
1 1919
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• MEMORANDUM (Enclosure j.)

i

The fact

raising of

substantiali

I
I

administer we Dependencies from trie Colony of the 
Falkland islands did not of itself confer on the

Islands a separate office for -tne Depeiidencies somewhat 
on the lines of the Office in Fiji of the High 

Commissioner for the 'estern Pacific, or (2) to annex the 

Dependencies to thedolony for administrative purposes. 

The latter alternative was adopted as the most suitable 
in the circumstances; but the whole trend of the 

correspondence wnich has taken place from time to time ■ 

regarding taxation in the Dependencies , and/particular 
the policy laid down 10 years ago when export duties 
were first levied there, snow that the

received‘in London by his Majesty’s Government, which 
would of course in Wat case have accepted the 
responsibility for the cost of Administration, 
that it was decided, as a matter of convenience, to

Prior to the establishment of the whaling 
industry the Dependencies were entirely uninhabited 

except for the small meteorological station at the 
♦

South Orkneys, the existence of which does not affect 
the issue, if tne general policy in regard to 
concessions m respect of uninhabited islands not 
already attached to a settled Administration had been 
followed in the case of the Dependencies, the leases 
and licences would have been issued and the revenue

inhabitants of the Colony any preferential claim in 
regard to the revenue and resources of the Dependencies 
beyond the sums required to ensure tnat this decision 
did not place additional financial burdens on the tax

payers of trie Colony.
2. In deciding the form of administration to be 

setup, two alternatives were possible:-(l) to establish 

under the control of tne Governor of the Falkland
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■

I

!

seems mat unlikely

substantial additional revenue was in general considered 
justifiable only for the benefit of the whaling industry 
or for further developments in the Dependencies♦ There
fore having regard to the fact that* including the 
proceeds of the duties imposed at the end of tne previous J 
year, the revenue of the Dependencies in 1913 amounted 
to not less than £14,000 an amount far in excess of local 
expenditure plus the cost of central administration at 
the time it is not possible to accept the view 
expressed in paragraph 9 of the Governor’s despatch that 
the export duty on whale oil would, in the ordinary 
course, have been considerably increased to provide 
funds for the development of the Colony♦

3. As ree^rds the researches recommended by the 
inter-DeparI cen tal Commattec, it is true tnat tne present 
policy is that the whole cost shall, if possible, be 
provided from the revenues of the Dependencies• and, in 
all the circumstances, it can reasonably be contended 

that the surplus ci: such revenues can properly be / 
devoted to matters of general imperial interest, as well 
as to matters of purely local benefit, it is true tnat 
the Committee contemplated tns.t the research vessels and 
survey equipment should be provided by the Admiralty, 
and that the cost of maintenance and pay of the naval 
staff should be borne by Naval funds, but the Lords 
Commissioners of the Admiralty have been unable to give 
any undertaking to accept such liabilities; and, in 
view of tne burden imposed on the imperial tax-payers 

by the war and the urgent need for economy in this 

country, it is quite impossible to recommend His 

Majesty's Government to assume any financial liability 

in respect of the proposed researches, at any rate until 

some material alteration takes place in the financial 

position of this country, it is not proposed that the 

revenues of the Colony itself should bear any portion 

of the charges in question, and it
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is

contrary

export duties on wnaJ.e oil. The figures relating to the 
Dependencies’ revenue are to sene extent approximations 
although probably under-stated. The Table snows that the 
total revenue from the Dependencies during the 14 years 
1906-1919 substantially exceeded the total increase in 
the whole of the ordinary expenditure of the Colony 
on the basis of the year 1905, and this in spite of the 
fact that included in this ordinary expenditure, is the 

special defence expenditure incurred during the war 
year 1914 to 1918 which amounted to no less than 
£27.103. The deduction from this excess of the amounts 
actually spent during the period on Public Corks 
Extraordinary in the Dependencies would not materially 

affect the argument; and it is therefore clear that there 
is no foundation for any suggestion that the financial 
interests of the Colony have been adversely affected in 

any way by the annexation of the Dependencies. On the

that the imposition of additional expense on the 
imperial Exchequer in order to free Dependencies revenue 

for purely local purposes m tne Falkland islands would 

in any case be desired by the inhabitants of the Colony 

which during the war experienced in such a signal manner 

the benefits of the naval burdens borne by the tax
payer in this country.

Apart from these general considerations, there 

the question whether the financial results of previous 
years afford any ^ground for a contention that the 

interests of the tax-payers in the Falkland islands have 
not been fully safeguarded in the past. For this purpose 

a Table (.enclosure!) has been drawn up showing (a) the 

total ordinary revenue and expenditure of the Colony and 
the Dependencies and (b) the Dependencies’ revenue. In 

1905 and each succeeding year up to and including 1919 
when the first substantial increase wrs made on the
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6.

remains

contrary the Colony has up to the present derived very 

substantial financial advantages from Dependencies’ surpluses 

which have hitherto either been expended for the benefit of 
the Colony or have accr .ed to the surplusbalances of the Colony*

5. For the years 192b and 1921 the Dependencies snare 

of the cost of the Central Administration was put at £1 >472 

and £3 >000 respectively, though it transpired later that tne 

basis of computation of certanly the former figure was purely 

arbitrary and irrational. The Secretary of State had also 
agreed to a further contribution from Dependencies funds> noo 

exceeding a maximum, o f £2>750 in eacn year; but as it was not 
intended that any part of this further contribution should be 

paid except to meet a deficit in Colony expenditure; and, as 
a surplus was actually realised in 1920, the Secretary of 
State directed in a recent despatch that the sum of £2>750 
whicn had been paid to the surplus balances of the Colony 
in respect of the year 1920, should be regarded as available 
for meeting tne anticipated deficit in 1921. Trie revised 
estimates for 1921 snow a deficit on Colony account (including 

Public 9orks Extraordinary) of £5,853, whicn, after deducting 
tne £3>l;C0 allotted for the Dependencies snare of the cot 

of administration for the year, leaves a sum of £2 >853 to be 
made up out of tne additional contributions not exceeding 
£5,500 in all allowable in respect of the two years 1920 and 
1921. If these figures are realised the total Dependencies 

£3,000 + contribution in the 2 years would amount to £1,472 +/£2>853 

or a total of £7,325. it is not however necessary to pursue 
the point whether this amount is adequate since there is no 

suggestion of any detailed adjustment of the accounts prior 
to 1922.

There remains the reference to tne failure of the 
repeated efforts of the inhabitants of the Colony to secure 
participation m the wMaling industry, while the industry
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In the circumstances, the predominance of Norwegian 

interests, however regrettable, was inevitable, and the only 

alternative would, have been to allow the whaling field to 

re ’lain largely undeveloped. Full consideration was invariably 

given to applications from persons of British nationality; 

but it was necessary to criticise such applications very closely 

in order to ensure that facilities should be limited to persons 

who could command the special knowledge and financial resources 

required for an undertaking which demands large capital expendi 

ture and is, in many respects, of a highly technical character. 

As amatter 01 fact by the time when, at a comparatively early 

stage, it was considered necessary in the interests of the whale 

and the whaling industry to adopt a policy of refusing furtner 

facilities except the renewal of existing licenses the British 

firms who were found to comply at all adequately with these 

conditions were only two. in number and even these two firms 

have been largely dependent on Norway for labour mid supplies.

6. Some relaxation of policy was necessary during the 

war find it is obvious that the only practical method of ensurug 

the

» ' .

remains largely alien. The circumstances in which whaling 

operations began in Dependencies waters are fully set out in 

the report (and appendices) of the Inter-Departmental Committee 

and apart'from trie observation tnat the people of tne Colony * 

have no preferential claim to exploit the resources of the 5 

Dependencies , it is sufficient to point out that when the indue1 

try. was established as a result of Norwegian enterprise skilled 

whaling population and its hi^ly qualified leaders, had 

disappeared from this country; that in any case this popula

tion was not generally skilled in the pursuit of the larger 

whales vmich requires the use of tne harpoon gin brought to a 

practical stage by a Norwegian; and that consequently 

practically all tne skill available to develop such an industry 

was Norwegian.

7.
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9.

to the refusal of many similar applications on tne part of 

persons in this country.

the immediate increase required in the supplies of oil was to 

allow further facilities to the firms already engaged in the 

industry. The facilities

purely temporary and the only promises of permanent additional 

facilities were those made to the 2 British firms in considera

tion of their efforts to meet tne urgent demand for further 

supplies of oil during the war.

it is true that since the war a lease has been granted to 

foreign firm at the South Orkneys, but the exceptional cir

cumstances of the case have already been fully explained in 

the Secretary of State’s despatch No.81 of tne 12th July 1920.

While the Secretary of State is anxious to foster 

local interests in every way possible, he has no evidence that 

even if, as is improbable a lease or licence became available 

the capital and technical experience necessary for the success

ful prosecution of a whaling enterprise would be likely to be 

forthcoming locally. In the absence of such evidence in the 

ca.se of any particular application there v/ould be no opton 

but to refuse to entertain it for the same reason which led

so granted to the foreign firms were
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r o Finances of Falkland islands and Dependencies

Year

£ ■£ £
1905 14,825

1906 15,882

1907 17,430 389

1908 17,775 2,408

1909 17,608 3,210
1910 18,534 3,150

1911 24,206 17,650 4,500

1912 22,155 5,500

32,2851913 14,000

1914 33,760 31,543 - 14,000

1915 34.347 31,135 14,000f-

2 b 1739,1061916 22,320 15,000
' °736,4911917 13,000

1918. 37,471 24,970 10,000-
+ J-;/1919 48,496 26,333 12,000

4/, 27*301,649 111,157

(a)

but

28,479 '
7- ??/

15,248 +

15,760

16,385 <

Sob

The figures in the last column are approximations - 
taking various factors into account it seems probable 

that they are under estimated rather than over estimate! .

16,034 - ■

j -7 •*’ 7

■I 4

14,275 i-

Actual Ordinary 
Expenditure

Dependencies1
Revenue (a)

Actual Ordinary 
Revenue

20,871 '

20,646 + : '

15,229



Eti CLOSURE IINOTE

£4,500.

such revenue.

Industry.

(C)

=

It is proposed that the share of tne cost of 

the Central Administration to be paid by the 

Dependencies should be computed at 40% of the 

actual ordinary expenditure of the Colony, after 

deducting certain services which have no connection 

with the Dependencies. But expenditure is not the 

only factor m tne problem, and in any strict 

inquiry into the figures it would be necessary to 

consider also the following points

(A) The "Available Assets" (i.e. excluding 

the Land Sales Find and Stock blinds) amounted to £69,280 

on the 31st December 1920, the latest figure available 

and in the Estimates for 1922 the revenue head

"Land Deposit, etc., etc.,"

It is possible that some portion of this 

£69,280 may represent sums awaiting transfer to the 

Research Fund; but bp the end of 1919 the accumulated 

savings had risen to over £58,000 from less than £3,000 

at the end of 1914. The total surplus revenue derived 

from the Dependencies since the introduction of the 

Whaling industry, even after allowing for local 

expenditure and a fair cost of tne Central Administration 

must represent a very large sum, and tne Dependencies 

should apparently be credited with at least a substantial 

portion of the interest revenue.

(B) The 40% charge is applied to certain 

revenue-producing services , but tne Dependencies 

are not credited with a corresponding proportion of 

Also it is possible that the Colony 

obtaxns revenue indirectly derived from the Whaling

"Interest" includes an item
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similar circumstances elsewhere. The cost of the Office

The

involve any
A note

and the Dependencies should certainly not 
greater expense.
on the various heads of the estimates is

(D) The proportion hitherto contemplated and first 

proposed by the late Governor was only 1/3» but it is of 
course obvious that an exact proportion cannot be calcu
lated with any certainty.

(15) The fairness of any proportion can be roughly 
tested by the total it would produce in comparison with 
the known cost of Central Administration in somewhat

in Fiji of the Hi^i Commissioner for the Western Pacific 
appears to afford the closest parallel. The estimated 

cost of that Office for the financial year 1921-22 was 
about £4500

appended. Taking all tne factors into account a fair 
computation would seem to be arrived at by applying 
whatever percentage is decided upon to the whole of the 

following itemsHead (2), Governor: Head (3) Colonial 
Secretary: Head (4) Treasury and Customs: Head (6) 

Port and Marine (excluding the Patrol Boat): Head (7) 

Legal: Head (8) Police and Prison: Head (12) Scientific 

Department: Sub-head (B) Natural is -t only; Head (13) 
Military; any items in the other heads to which the 

percentage mi$it strictly be applied being regarded as set 

off by the various considerations mentioned in this note 
and the annexure.

(C) The same proportion of charges is not 

necessarily justified in the case of each Head to which 
it is applied, and under certainly some of them there are 

a number of items to which it is clearly not applicable 

at all.
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The total of theitems enumerated above is about

£10,000 and one third of this amount is £3,333, wnile

suggested by the Governor on the basis of the 1920 
figures.

40% would be £4,000. The latter figure is somewhat less ' 
than the cost of the Office of the High Commissioner for 

the Western Pacific; and the higher amount, plus a con
tribution in respect of the Patrol Boat, and the interest 
value of the Dependencies' surpluses would bring the 
total contribution within measurable distance of that



AND DEPENDENCIES FOR THS YEAR 1922.

s

Head 1. Pens ions.
The total under this head is £1,300.

whole

NOTE ON THE HEADS OF THE ESTIMATES

OF THE EXPENDITURE OF THE FALKLAND ISLANDS

■4V
■$?

Having regard 

to the fact that a great part of this amount was earned 
before the officials concerned could have rendered any 
effective service to the Dependencies this head migjit 
properly be omitted from tne computation. In future, 
however, the Dependencies might fairly be called upon to 
bear the recognised proportion of pensions of officers 
whose salary is borne under heads in respect of which the 
Dependencies are charged to that proportion.

Head V. Post Office.
The total under this head is £4,044 including a 

provision of £1,500 to ensure a regular interinsular 
service, which would appear to have no connection with 
the Dependencies. Excluding tnis latter amount, the 
revenue under the Post Office (£2,500) is practically

■ the same as, the expenditure., which includes wireless 
station and telephone service. Althou^i it is proposed 

to charge the Dependencies with the proportion of the

Head II Governor.
Head 111 Colonial SecretaryHead XV ~ T/u-'.^ury*‘gndniustoms

There are substantial reasons for including the 
whole of these heads in the computation without enquiring 
too closely into the applicability of any of the items.



Head VI Port and Marine

can

Hand 'lX.

F •$?

Governmentis at any rate technically 
responsible for law and order inthe Dependencies, the whole 
of these two items mipht be included, but if a substantial 
increase in military expenditure should occur in the future 
the question should be reconsidered.

Head Vll.Legal.

The full, amount of this head might be included for 

the sane reason.

HEAD VllX Police 
HeIaD Xl 1'1 ."UfiFitary

As theCentral

of

whole expenditure of £4,044 the only Post Office revenue 

credited to the Dependencies is £200 for the sale of stamps. 

There is no maul service to the Dependencies and no wireless 

station there: but the purely Dependencies expenditure 

includes provision of £200 for telegrams. Having regard to 

all the circumstances there seems no good reason for includ

ing any portion of this head in the computation. It does 

not appear that, ever: if the Dependencies were separated, 

the expenditure under host Office would be materially 

reduced.

40% of the total of £2,996 would be approximately 

£1,200. This would seem to be altogether out otf proportion

to

it is doubtful whether the whole of the balance 

£1,558, after deducting: the cost of the Patrol Boat, 

fairly be included, but it might be allowed and regarded 

to some extent as a set off against other doubtful items 

ruled out.



Heads X7II h XVI11.

The total of these two heads is £7,364. There are

On the whole, therefore, it would appear proper to omit 
it, otherwise a small lump sum contribution would'meet 
the case.

Head Xll Scientific Department.
The full proportion of the Sub-head B« Naturalist, 

£170, Efipy properly be charged.

"Post Office".

the DeuendonciOS

■

I
to any services that the Department renders to the 

inhabitants of the Dependencies, and it is difficult to 
believe that the Dependencies have been a factor in the 
increases that have occurred under this head since 1905.

clearly numerous items which have no connection with the 
Dependencies and as the expenditure under these two heads 

is of a nature which circulates money in the Colony itself, 
on balance it would seem better to omit them both, and to 

regard them as entirely set off by the various other factors 
mentioned.

Head XV ??iscellaneous
The main item under this head is £1,000 for transport 

but having regard to the provision of £300 for passages 
under the local expenditure for the Dependencies it is not 
clear what portion of this £1,000 is properly chargeable to 

. The next Largest item £300 for telegrams 
should apparently be omitted in view of the facts already 

brought 0U''J ’under the head "Post Office". lAirther, of 
trie total contribution of £500 to the imperial Institute 
£400 is already charged to the Dependencies and only £100 
to the Colony. In all the circumstances', this head might 

properly be excluded.

Public Yorks- Department and Recurrent..



April 10th,. 1922.

Dear Governor,
I return herewith the C.O despatch and. enclosures

•and. am grateful to you for giving me the opportunity of
remarking on them.

I have enclosed, notes on the despatch itself, and
a separate memorandum dealing with the C.O Memorandum.
I do not suppose that the British Museum officials will
welcome the suggestion as to researches being entrusted
to the yacht Qarnegie for this would do some of their
nominees out of a Job,

I had thought of adding to notes on the despatch

ficial members of the Ex and Legislative CoMncils,with

Yours sincerely,

His Excellency
The Governor.

T

an appreciation of the S/State’s reference to the unof-

a remark that the accompanying criticisms were offered
as an effort to be of further service !!



NOTES D B S I’ A T C H0 N

*

had worded it

i ara 3.

to be made use of as much as possible and for the least
The contention in the first paragraph

of the enclosure (Memorandum) which attempts to show that
the Dependencies might have been administered from London

"circumstances".

do

It is not as though the Falkland Islands would 
reap any benefit from the results of the Research Fund; 
it is admitted that other Colonies and countries will

7

possible recompense.

I do not think that it necessarily follows that 
"observance of the principle in question would involve 
"recognition of the corresponding principle^" etc. etc.

All throughout the attitude of the Colonial Office 
appears to be that the Falkland Islands had no share what
ever in the discovery that whaling is very remunerative, 
and that the connection of the Colony with whaling is merely 
accidental on account o^propinquity; consequently the 

Falkland Islands should be left out of the reckoning, except

Administration from here was inevitable.
But for the Falkland Islands the discovery of the 

value of whaling would not have been known at the Colonial 
Office until it was too late, and if there are any advan
tages to be reaped from the discovery the Falkland Islands 
should have some share. We do not claim all - far from it - 
we ask merely that the Dependencies should bea^e§®§RH?e of 
the common burden.

will scarcely hold water. This course was practically 
impossible, and it is to my mind mere "eyewash" to say that 
the "alternative was adopted as the most suitable in the

would have been better put if the Colonial Office
"is for the payment of (a) the cost of their 

"Administration, that is, salaries and expenses incurred 
"in the Dependencies, (b) share of the cost of Central 
"Administration assessed as far as possible on the actual 
"expenditure in each year; and that thereafter only should 
"the surplus of revenue be carried to the Research Fund".

i'ara. 2
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It is true that a contribution of so much asPara0 5.

Since I have been on

o

Para. 6.

Why?
no Governor has

1

t

the cost of Administration is very
Of course the cost of Government per head 

must be in a sort of adverse ratio - the lower the popula-

Of course I have no figures to enable me to criti
cize the statement that the surplus balance rose during 
1915 - 1919 from £ 2,961 to £ 58,690, and that the increase 
has been largely if not wholly derived from the Dependen-

2.
so, but they are paying nothing towards it - hence it 
would be unfair to cut the Falkland Islands out altogether, 
more especially if the contribution to our out of pocket 
expenses is being assessed .on so niggardly a scale.

tion the higher the cost per head
the Executive Council I realise how much work is imposed

If we were very prosperous 
but for the last two years 

the sheepfarming industry has made no profit but has had to 
live upon its capital.

9

a staff should be maintained here capable of carrying out 
all that the Imperial Government requires they should sup
port rather than whittle down a demand like the present one 
which is perfectly legitimate.
it would be a different matter,

upon officials here by the demands of Government Departments 
at home who require statistics and information of all kinds 
But for these it is quite likely that the cost of adminis
tration might be lowered by reduction of the number of 
officials etc, but if the Colonial Office are desirous that

£ 11,000 has not been previously contemplated.
Because, if I may be allowed to say so, 
hitherto had the initiative to represent to the Colonial 
Office and the British Museum officials the standpoint of 
the Falkland Islanders and to urge fair treatment for them 
as taxpayers.

The concluding sentence of this paragraph certainly 
deserves careful consideration. It is undoubtedly very 
true that when one considers the total population of the 
Colony and Dependencies, 
high per head.



3.

Has the latter contributed its fair share from thecies.

For the above reason I think that the ColonialPara. 8.

9.

Stanley, Falkland Islands, 
10th April, 1922.

This is certainly a concession which will appease 
many critics as to the cost of running the "Afterglow".

Para.

start of whaling? - very doubtful I think.

Office should admit that "the allocation of past Dependen
cies' surplus/es for the benefit of the Colony should be 
"subject" first, to an adjustment of what they ought to 
have paid in the past towards central administration, then 
to the other two considerations as detailed.



(Memorandum)ENCLOSURES

A

9

cost

, and 
mail communi-

A separate administrative staff living there - 
one may add even in South Georgia - is not practicable 
it is certain that when the cost of buildings, 
cation, passages etc is taken into consideration the 
would have exceeded £ 11,000 per annum,

(I would repeat here some of the remarks in my memoran
dum of 5th November last, sheets 1 and 2, commencing "it will

The first three paragraphs set forth what are 
termed (in para, 4.) "general considerations" and these may 
be dealt with under four headingsi-

(A) The administration of the Dependencies by the Falkland 
Islands Government instead of by H,M, Government in London,

(B) The question of the provision of the research vessel 
by the Admiralty, and subsequent decision that this could 
not be done -

(C) The absence of any proposition that the revenue of 
the Colony should bear any proportion of the charge,

(D) The benefits derived by the Colony from naval burdens 
borne by the British taxpayer.

seriously contemplated at all. But for the Falkland Islands 
Government the value of the South Orkneys and South Shetlands 
would not have been known at the Colonial Office until it 
was too late.

ive .

The Memorandum suggests that the general policy in 
regard to concessions in respect of uninhabited Islands not 
already attached to a separate administration is to issue 
licenses and leases by H,M,Government, presumably in London 
and it is stated in paragraph 2 that it was decided to annex 
the Dependencies to the Colony as the more suitable altarnat-

South Georgia was already attached to the Falklands 
and the South Orkneys, South Shetlands etc are absolutely 
uninhabitable during the winter months. I contend that the 
administration of these from the Falkland Islands was inevit
able and doubt whether administration from London was ever
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"not be denied ...

B

of funds;

researches until all Hsitaxs. interested are able to share the
burden.

a
o

c The Memorandum states correctly that "it is not proposed 
"that the revenues of the Colony itself should bear any portion 
"of the charges in question". Technically not, but unless 
the Dependencies bear their full share of the cost of the

It is admitted that the inter-departmental Committee 
framdd some of their recommendations upon the assumption 
that the Admiralty would provide the research vessel and 
equipment. The Admiralty cannot do so, however, from lack 

but the Admiralty is by no means the only body 
the Falkland Islands

however,
It is perhapd beyond my province to venture a suggestion; 

it does, however, occur to me that to prevent overlapping, the 
authorities concerned might cooperate with the Carnegie Insti
tution of New York which possesses in the yacht "Carnegie" 
vessel fully equipped for all kinds of scientific researches 
This Institution has I believe a very large annual income, and 
with some additional financial assistance might be disposed to 
carry out concurrently with other scientific work the research
es recommended by the Inter-departmental Committee. If so, 
the very heavy initial expense of providing and equipping a 
vessel for the ad hoc purpose of whaling research would be 
obviated.

so suffering - almost the whole world is, 
especially on account of the price of wool having fallen so 
considerably before that of other commodities. The Falkland 
Islands therefore for two years has been faced with the problem 
of having to pay heavily for their wants whilst receiving 
considerably less in proportion for their products.

It is well known that the urgent need for econony renders 
it impossible for H.M. Government to assume any financial 
liability in respect of the proposed researches. Seeing that 
this need for econony applies everywhere without any exception 
it would appear to be a rational course to postpone these
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D

Falkland. Islanders it would have been more becoming upon the

.If

This Colony is the last that should be singled out for 
such an innuendo - it is a unit of the Empire, albeit a small 
one - but it has invariably responded to its obligations in 
a way more than proportionate to its size.

uted very largely by way of income tax and Excess Profits Duty 
to the Imperial Exchequer during the Br. To my certain 
knowledge the Falkland Islands Company Ltd alone paid annually 
for some three years or more over £ 70,000 per annum, and the 
other Companies and private owners living in England contrib
uted in a similar proportion. Furthermore I assert confidently 
that the voluntary contributions of the Colonists to war 
relief funds and other charitable objects both for the United 
Kingdom and Allied countries were much larger per head than 
any other Colony can show.

It is quite pertinent to enquire how much the whaling 
Companies contributed either to the Imperial Exchequer or to 
war relief funds.

part of the Colonial Office to have admitted and recognized 
the share of the burden which this small community has actually 
shouldered. There are four limited companies who have contrib-

administration of the Colony, then the ultimate effect is that 
the Colony is being made to contribute towards the Research 
Fund (see concluding paragraph my memorandum of 5th November).

"by the inhabitants of the Colony which during the War exper- 
"ienced in such a signal manner the benefits of the Naval

"burdens borne by the taxpayer in this country'
I cannot refrain from saying that instead of giving 

utterance to this somewhat thinly veiled aspersion upon the

The Memorandum goes on to say "and it is unlikely that 
"the imposition of additional expense on the Imperial Exche- 
"quer in order to free Dependencies' revenue for purely local 
"purposes in the Falkland Islands would in any case be desired
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Para 4

the Industry would possibly now have

Without actual figures I am not in a position to deal

relating to the failure of the inhabitants of

4.

be accorded to the advantage which whaling has derived from 
the regulation of the industry by the Government of the Falkland 
Islands,

mark,

But for that,

1 aras. 6,7,8,9, 
the Colony to secure any participation in the whaling industry, 
represent a very fair statement of the case. I would say that 
in view of the capital involved and the risks taken the whaling 
companies deserve the profits of their enterprise, but whilst 
no one here in any way grudges them their success it is inevit
able that a feeling should exist that Colonists here should, 
from lack of technical knowledge and necessary capital, have

become extinct owing to indiscriminate slaughter and waste, 
and I submit that the contribution of the Dependencies should 
be not merely a fair one but a generous one.

As soon as whaling promised to become remunerative 
the Falkland Islands Government undertook various projects in 
view of the prospect of increased revenue, notably the Twon 
Hall, now Government Offices, costing over £ 14,000, and the 
staffs of the different officials were necessarily Increased. 
Unless the whaling industry pays a very fair share of the 
administrative expenses it is not too much to say that the tax
payers in the Colony will xsxKKt regret that whaling was ever 
started.

These general considerations are really beside the 
for the question at issue is solely, what is the fair 

share that the Dependencies should pay towards the general 
cost of administration? First of all due recognition should

with the precise amounts paid in the past, nor to discuss how 
much of the Colony's surplus balance has accrued from Dependen
cies . But it is obvious that if the Dependencies have not in 
the past contributed their fair proportion of the expenses it 
is not correct to claim that all this surplus balance should 
belong to the Dependencies.
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5.

But when you add

from the fruits of

p

Blit I would point

communication between the Home Government and the Governor for
It is true

p

and

Notes on the Heads of the Estimates.

Port and Marine.

the negotiation and regulation of whaling matters.
that of late years no subsidy has been paid; we have, however, 
had a mail service which has been provided solely by the trade 
of the sheepfarming industry. The products of whaling have 
contributed absolutely nothing in kind towards this, but has 
reaped its share of the benefits.

A detailed statement showing the vessels 
boarded by the Harbour Master would I believe show that more 
than one half are whaling vessels. Af tepdeducting the cost 
of the Patrol boat this Head of Service should be included in 
the contribution without the concluding reservation.

been debarred from sharing in that success.
to that the undoubted fact that Government expenses have been 
largely increased both on account of the whaling industry and 
on account of a legitimate prospect of some increase of revenue 
which led the Government to commitments which they otherwise 
would not have contemplated, it cannot be denied that the 
Falkland Islands have a strong claim that the contribution of 
the Dependencies to the general exchequer should be in every 
respect adequate. Otherwise the Falkland Islander feels that 
he is helping to pay towards an industry, 
which he is barred owing to circumstances outside his control 
namely, the impossibility of raising the necessary capital 
finding technical experience locally.

Detailed figures are dealt with in the final portion 
of the memorandum.

I offer the following criticisms:-
I'ost Office. I agree that the cost of the interinsular service 
has no connection with the Dependencies.
out that the whaling steamers which call here all utilise the 
service of the Post Office, and that the Dependencies should 
contribute towards the ocean mail service which is vital to



if not more of

The
XVII £ 196

335
6. 50
10, 260

1200xvm 2.
4. 50
5. 480
9 50
forward 2621

jetties, peat supply, Town Hall (really 
Like transport, all these items are as 

much a part of the cost of the various officials as their

Includes the heavy cost of the maintenance of the 
the benefits of which cannot be appraised in pounds, 

It is in the nature of insurance and

6o

Transport.

No.

Medical.

5,

Public Works.

actual salaries«

The transport of officials is equally with their 
salaries a charge that the Colony has to bear, and the Depen
dencies should consequently pay the same proportion of this as 
the actual salary.

A study of the Estimates shows that most 
are provided with peat, and to this item, amounting to £ 540 
should be added a proportion of the cost of carts, horses and 
carters, which are employed for some months carting and stack
ing the peat, 

items which should contribute are:-

A proportion of most of these items should 
certainly be borne by the Dependencies - I refer especially to 
buildings, furniture, 
Government Offices).

Telegrams, In all probability quite one half, xx uw ^xc, 
the Government telegrams sent appertain to whaling matters.

No. 4

Hospital, 
shillings and pence. 
might at any time prove of incalculable value to the Dependen
cies . I may say here that it is most unlikely that the Hospital 
would have been constructed upon its present scale but for the 
prospect of some increased revenue from the whaling industry, 
which in case of need would naturally be entitled to the service 
of the Hospital and staff.



7.

£ 2621
540
150

0

Seeing that all questions relating to public works 
in the Dependencies are passed through this Department it 
would be legitimate to charge for services of Colonial Engineer

12.

£ 3311

forward,
No. 11.

Stanley,
Falkland Islands, 

10th April, 1922

and his clerical staff, but this may be excluded as a set off 
against some of the items detailed above
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FALKLAND ISLANDS and DLFENDLNCTKS - Division of Expenditure., J.'

of the imports into the

part of the
tion of the

Falkland Islands exclusive of
Dependencies, 8i$ is purchased in the United kingdom, whereas 
the bulx of the imports into the Dependencies, exclusive of 
coal, comes from foreign countries.

It will not be denied that but for the fact that the

On page 7 of the Estimates for 1921 m, statement is given 
showing the allocation of expenditure between the Falkland 
Islands proper and. the Dependencies, the totals, exclusive 
of Research Fund, being £39,560 and £2,194.

The latest published Customs Returns (Governor Young’s 
minute to the Legislative Council of 19th August, 1919) snow 
that the values of exports of sneepfar.jing products of 1918 
from the F.I. proper and of whaling products from the Dependen
cies were £340,60c and £1,711,600 respectively.

On the basis of the gross values of the actual productions 
of the two industries

Dependencies were attached to the F.I. and whaling thus made 
subject to regulation under a settled Government, whaling 
operations would have been open to all comers. This must 
unquestionably have resulted in indiscriminate slaughter of 
whales and the waste of everything but the most remunerative 

carcasses, ending in all probability in the extinc- 
industry in the course of a few years. hi th the 
increased revenue from whaling several projectsprospect of

were undertaken during Governor Allardyce’s term of office, 
notably the Town Hall, now Government Offices costing about 
£14,000. Of the revenue from whaling is now with-

, therefore, sheepfarming products are 
paying tov?ards the cost oi administration £39,560 out of £34O8cu 
and whaling products £2,914 out of £1,711,600, or in other words 
for every £1CC i.orth oi' produce sheepfarming pays £11.12. 3, 
and whaling 12s 7d only.

The whole of the products of sheepfarming are shipped to 
tee United kingdom in British bottoms, and I believe that the 
bulk of that of whaling goes tv foreign countries in foreign 
bottoms.



And the

a

The coa'c of

And if all

taem have their own Staff - Governor and officials and all

The attempt to keep separate accounts and. at the same time
to include all in one set of estimates and in the same statement

a lack of clearness.J

machinery of Government, but if this is not practicable they 
should surely pay their full proportion of the cost of adminis
tration.

drawn, or is reduced to the proportion indicated in the printer 
it is not too much to say that the 

started.

occupied on whaling questions and how much on sheepfarming 
questions, the proportion would probably be two to one.
abstract of the telegrams sent might afford some guide.

If the Dependencies are regarded as a separate entity, let

stationery and telegrams is
I would venture to prophecy that fully two-thirds of the tele
grams despatched refer exclusively to whaling.
Government officials .’ere able to say how much of their time is

generous scale it is not levied on a fair one even, for it is 
not paying out of pocket expenses incurred.

11 borne by the Colony, whereas

of revenue and expenditure, appears to me to result in much 
confusion, or, at any rate, a lack of clearness. This would 
be obviated by having separate estimates for the F.I. proper 
and the Dependencies.

statement above quoted, 
taxpayers will regret that the whaling industry was ever

Seeing that the industry has been regulated and no doubt 
preserved by such regulation through the medium of the machinery 
of Government of the Falkland stands, the contribution from 
the industry to the cost of central administration should, 
irrespective of the large profits actually derived, be on a 
most generous scale. And the fact that Britisn Trade derives 
no benefit, directly or indirectly, from the whaling operations, 
whereas the whole business resulting from sheepfarming is done 
with the United Kingdom, adds to the injustice of making the 
latter bear such an undue proportion of the local taxation.

So far from tne contribution from whaling being on

Taking the items of expenditure on page 7 of the Estimates 
seriatim:-
1. Pensions. Dependencies tensions should of course be borne



The whole of this

7 . Legal.

In the

9. Ledical.

Are all,lost exclusively for

Of course it must be so, 
and the Dependencies should bear their share.
6. -bort- and .-■■arine. It would be useful to have a statement of 
the total vessels boarded in Stanley by the Harbourmaster and 
Health Officer, discriminating between whaling vessels attended 
to and others. A division of the cost of the Department in 
that proportion would be a fai» one, whereas it is at present 
all charged to the Colony. Probably the boarding of whaling 
vessels entails most of the overtime incurred.

by the Dependencies.
2 & 3. Governor and Colonial Secretary. 
expenditure is charged to tne Colony although it includes 
stationery, telegrams and printing, of which probably two-thirds 
or three-fourths appertain to whaling.
4 g 5. Treasury Customs and Audit. Under this head the only 
charge borne by the Dependencies is the salaries of the officials 
there, but do nut the Treasurer and the Collector and his clerks 
have to deal with the revenue received fro:-, the Dependencies 
and incorporate with their accounts?

These <uay be taken together 
as being departments which are not productive of remunerative 
work, but are of a preventive nature and necessary.
event of any serious trouble in the Dependencies the services 
of these departments would be requisitioned (one occasion did, 
I believe, arise a year or two ago), and the Dependencies should 
bear their share in the maintenance of the forces to which they 
might at any time find it necessary to appeal.

Includes heavy cost of maintenance of Hospital, 
the benefits of which cannot be appraised in pounds shillings 
and pence. It is in the nature of insurance and night at any 
moment prove of incalculable value to the Dependencies or the 
Colony, and the former should bear its share of the cost of
■r upkeep.
10.& 11. Education. Ecclesiastical.

lhe Jest PalAland magistrate spends a large propor
tion of his time in the whaling regions, and it is safe to 
say that his magisterial work on the est Falkland is nil.
8 & 16. Police Prisons, military.



in most GOJwranities.

12. Transport.

share.
IS. Cavings Bank. Scientific.

ciee.

■p

h»-:l a mail service which

a share of the benefit.

22. 23. Public Corks. Ail questions relating to public works
nd

liesearch Fund. Very little seems to be known generally about 
the research fund, and information on the following points 
would be of interest.

in the Dependencies are passed through this department, 
some proportion of the cost of personnel should be borne by 
the Dependencies.

Are so far proper to the
F.I. only, but way at some time include services to the Dependei-

B&ch naturally pays for its own items.
13. Miscellaneous. }Represents sundry items of necessary or 
useful public expenditure of which the Dependencies should

of the community here they would naturally 
tion.

or the negotiation and
It is true that of late years no sub-

has been provided by the trade of the sheepfar.ming industry, 
the products of whaling contributing nothing in kind towards 
it, but reaping,
19. Currency Note Expense's. F.I. notes are now used in the 
Dependencies.

regulation of -whaling.

pay a
15.

(1). Chat revenue has actually been credited to this "Fund"?
There is a discrepancy in the published Minutes to the 

Legislative Council of Sir Douglas Young, dated 19th August,1919 
and Air Martin, Administrator, dated 1st November, 1920.
The first Minute runs:- "To finance this fund (..^search Fund)

the F.I. proper, but are "welfare” services which are desirable
If the Dependencies are treated as a part 

mke some contribu-

sidy has been paid; we have, however,

17■ Office. Deals with all letters whether from Dependen
cies or Falklands. The whaling steamers which call at Stanley 
are dependent upon the services of the officials. A moiety of 
the cost cf ocean mail service should certainly be borne by 
the Dependencies fox a- regular mail service between the Home 
and the Colonial Government is vital



1

Research Fund?

general revenue.

(2)

(•3)
(4)

aliens and contributing nothing towards the revenue or trade
of the Bi’itish Empire.

Stanley, Falkland Islands, 
5th November, 1921.

be be credited to
This letter is important .-s concerning the 

sanctity of a Governor's promise to the Legislature.
If this 3<d per barrel has been credited to the Fund

If so it is a distinct violation of Sir Douglas
Young’s implied undertaking to the Legislative Council a year 
before that the Spd would continue to

some doubts are excusable as to what other items way not also 
have gone to it, and it would be interesting to know the total 
amount and derails as to how it is made up.

..here is the Fund, and who controls it?
If the bulk of the revenue from the Dependencies is- re-

"it is proposed to increase from 1st October, 1919 the 
"Export Duty on ,'/hale-oil and Seal-oil from 3^d a barrel 
"to Is Gd a barrel and to pay into the fund the increased 
"duty at the rate of 1
The latter reads

s 2gd on every barrel of oil exported." 
"This suu of £5000 representing

tained for the research Fund, and an inadequate contribution 
made towards the total expenditure of the E.I. and its Depen
dencies, the result will be that the sheepfarming industry 
becomes in^t?large contributor to the Research Fund. That is 
to say that sheepfarming, a British industry, would be paying 
for research work and development of an industry conducted by

"approximately 3-lcl per barrel of the export duty ex ectecl 
"from oil in 1921 might with propriety be transferred to 
"the Revenue of the Colony proper."
Does this mean that the 3-^d lias been credited to the
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1
DEPENDENCIES REVENUE.

1916. 1919.1918.1917.1914 = 1915.1913.1912 =1911.1907. 1909.190 80

9650.7062. 8205. 7975.5798. 10214.Customs Duties.
336. 241.421. 295.189. 258.rort Dues . 425.

3650.3600. 2058. 2150.1650' 2450. 2353.4250. 4750.Licences &co 3450.389. .833. 1000.
286 . 352. 283.378183.Fees, Fines &c. 220 . 285.

216. 83. 134.139.Post Office.
2600.2600. 2350.2450. 1750.2250.Rents. 2350-2301. 2100.1350.1575 . 2090.500.

76.54. 55.83.Miscellaneous .

13398. 13459.14822.15958.13239.13957 • 12870.2408. 3090. 3000. 5901. 5550.Total. 889.
600

10000 . 12000 .13000 .14000. 15000 .14000 .C.0.D.23 of 1/3/22. 14000 .3210 . 3150. 4500 .389. 2408. 5500 .

Note:- The figures given in the enclosure to Despatch No .23 of 1st March 1922 are stated to be approximate, but in
some instances they are very close to the actual amounts.
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(Sgd) W. A. Thompson. 
Colonial Treasurer. 
3rd May 1922.
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DEPENDENCIES EXPENDITURE .

5

1916o 1919.1912 . 1918.1911 1917.1913- 1914 o 1915-1910 oHead of* Service.,

Treasury & Customs

319.337 •348 .257 389. 373.Legal.
85.84. 77.

208.222.Transport. P •
368. 34.Miscellaneous.

300 .100 .100Refunds .
41.7.Public Works.

257- 250.391Public 'Works Extry:

1,496. 732. 1,087. 1,318.1,740. 770.1,513. 1,285.344. 341 o

REVENUE.EXCESSDEPENDENCIES
1916. 1918. 1919.1917.1914. 1915.1907. 1908. 1909. 1910. 1912.1911.

REVENUE.
1496 1318.732. 1087-770.1513. 1285. 1740.344EXPENDITURE. 341.

2656 55§o. 12141.15188. 14090 .12444.4054. 11585. 11499.3090 .889.EXCESS.

Not-e:- Most of Dependencies excess revenue was expended under Public Works Extraordinary of the Colony.

- I- I
781. I

£
889.

£
2408.

£ 
5901.

£
282.

£
556.

£
12870 .

£
497 -

£ 
15958•

£
394.

£
14822.

£
505.

£
13459 •

£
13957 •

£
357-
373-
76.

362.
6.

£
658.

£
3090 .

£
3000.

£
357-

279-
65-

£
13398.£

13239 -

503.
22.

£ 
5550-

2408.
1------ ;

1913.

Police & Prisons.

12311.



s

11 SURPLUS AND DIFICIT ACCOUNT.

1912. 1916.1907. 190 8. 1909. 1910. 1911. 1913. 1914.. 1915. 1917. 1918. 1919.

17608. 24206. 33760 .- 39106 . 36491.Gross Revenue.I7430. 18534 22155. 32285. 34347. 48496 .37471»

15760 . 16385 . 16034. 17650. 20645. 31543. 22320 .20871. 3H35- 28479. 26333.24970.

6556. 1284. 11630. 16786. 22163.2182 .Excess. 2015. 1223. 25OO. 3212. 8012. 12501.

806. 11655. 3965- 1866. 2624.4082. 2824. 1371 4810 . 907. 971.3957- 577-

1376 1346 . 14162. 21586.1746. 7105- 11530 .1129 o
2067. 1601. 1740 .10371

2656. 5560. 14090. 12311. 12141. (surplus rev:)15188.11499.889- 240 8. 3090 . 11535 •4Q50. 12444
T9 < 9445.487.Surplus

1026. 6885.3826 . 781.Deficit.

YEAR.EACHOFENDSURPLUS REVENUE AT
1916. 1919.1918.1917.1914. 1915-1913.1911. 1912.1910.1909190 8.1907.

58690.18469o2961. 37104.2557304507.3003.127.1728.3794.General A/C.

Note:-
expenditure with “Falklands".11“Ordinary Expenditure",includes

Dependencies 
Sur:Revenue

469& 10153. 
r ■ 7 ?

Surplus .
■ . "'Deficit.

4769. 
s

13325 •

Extry:
Expenditure

1256.
Deficit .44-7369 •

14421.4475.
J**? <

1527.

“Falklands" & “Dependencies" Ordinary Revenue.
“Dependencies

0 rdinary !
Expenditure15248.

17775o

1217 c

7675.

“Gross Revenue" means

4701.
__ [



YEAR.EACHOFDEPICTS ATSURPLUS AND
Exclusive of* Dependencies Revenue & Expenditure and excluding Works ExtryoFALKLAND ISLANDS:

996. 190. 10022.1598.SURPLUS .- 1293.
IO368156 . 27660I867. 5078 .814. 8287.DEFICIT 393. c

tut including Works Extry:FALKLAND ISLANDS:

9445.487SURPLUS
6885.1026.4769. 13325.4691. 10153 78114421.1527.DEFICIT• 4475.

i
Ex cluding ”PaIklands' ’ revenue and expenditure.DEPENDENCIES:

2656 . 5560 o 12311. 12141.14090.12444 o 11499 . 15188.4054. 11585.889. 2408. 3090.SURPLUS.

ACCOUNT:GENERAL Including Falklands and Dependencies revenue & Expenditure.

18469.2961.1256. 58690 .25573. 37104.4307.4701.1728. 127. 3003.SURPLUS. 3794.
7369.DEFICIT.

1907£
190 8 
£ 1909.£

1917. £ 1919.£1911. 
£ 1913. £ 1915- 

£
1918.
£

1916.
£

3826.

Exclusive of Dependencies Revenue &. Expenditure,

1910.
£

1914.
£

1912.
£



GOVERNMENT HOUSE,
,0. 75.

1922.

X have the honour to acknowledge the receipt

Colony end its Dopeudencios.
The considered opinion of thia Govomraont2.

held by your advisers that I gladly avail myaelf, in
of the. permission which you have

granted to me to criticize the suggestions put for
ward in your despatch. I take the opportunity

to transmit two memoranda on the
subject from ’’r. W. A. Harding, member of the
Executive council, which will at least show the view
taken by an experienced local man of business.

3.

i

in the
of misleading

HIGHT HONOURABLEU.HIK

SECRETARY of STATE FOR THE COLONIES.

l'm

■■

I

of your despatch No* 23 of the lot of March on the 
subject of the financial relations between this

L. 8» CHURCHILL,

j.■jl
l:

898/2lc

you/

the annexed note,

sir,

22nd May,

••‘SL^**®-**^

STANLEY,

the same time.

enclosure, criticizing, in detail, the computation, 
upon which I based my estimate of the cost of central i 
Administration, aftd you suggest that £4,000 would be 
a generous estimate of the cliarge to be borne by tho 
Dependencies. Were the criticisms contained 
note justified I would have boon guilty

FALKLAND ISLANDS.

, at

on the question diverges so widely from tho views

In tho sixth paragraph of your despatch 
you refer to the note, which formed the second



2.r

i
I beg to re-emphasise the salient facts4.

that the number of civil servants on the establish'
raont of the colony has been increased from 32 to 59
and the expenditure on the services affected from
f 11,125 to £25,825 sine© the active acbainistre.tion
of the Dependencies has been assvaned.

I trust that I "may be able to convince you,5.
as I have apparently failed to do in my despatch of

that this Government lias liad
no wish to appropriate for othor purposes rovonuo
allocated undex* the instructions of your pi'oflocessor

The reference in paragraph 1G of my despatch6,
to local fooling on tho

revenues

lacking.
7. It is illustrative of

to treat the considerations ny despatch
of/

/

your undoubted wish 
put forward in

to a specific object.

examination of them is attached.

1/

Isi

i
i I 
y liI

question of the allocation of Dependencies*
of tho 29th of Dovanjber,

you grossly and it is a ymttor of deep regret to mo 
that such criticisms should have been made. An

the 29th of November,

applied and was intended to apply solely to the effect 
of the instructions issued restricting the amount 
receivable by the colony to an inadequate remuneration 
for services rendered plxxs a temporary contribution 
of & sum not exceeding £2,750 in any one year. it 
was not my intention to suggest that prior to 1919 
the colony had not benefittod by tho connexion with 
the Dependencies; evidence of this is certainly n^t



1

3.

Ifil

8.
it is recognised that under the present syoteni the
computation of a fair nhare of tho coat of atteiinistoi**
ing the Dependencies cannot bo calculated with any

Iii order to give effect to the viewscertainty•
expressed by
and diligent endeavour to overcome the difficulties
which recent correcpandeneo ma shown to exist.
I an forced to the conclusion that the allocation
between the colony and its Dependencies of expend*

In

adjustment of accounts and fiwtlior to load to
iinaecoeaary and undesirable discussions in the

9

of Hio
find that iG

W eoncnirronce

thia/

of tho 29th of liovoiaber in a generous spirit tliat 
you have in your reply indicated your willingnoss to 
allow the net coat of the m&intenanoo of tho patrol

as a single unit for 
x anxiously sook

iturc incurred on particular services is likely, 
a dogroe which would be a hindrance to good govern
ment, to give riso to constant difficulties in tho

your predecessor it lias boon ray oawiest

I
boat during the experimental period to be charged to 

if not wholly, to the surpluses of

Legislative council whoso authority is required for 
tho expenditure of all monies whether derived from 
the Colony or its Dependencies.

can secure
the auocossful development

fajc8ty*a possessions in theoe waters
that they should be regarded 
all purposes.

X om oonvincod 
that there is one policy only which 
through goodwill,

a large extant, 
pepondencios revenue already brought to account.

In th© concluding paragraph of your despatch



4.

a

Legislative council and the people of tlie Colony
assured.

Lest it be considoi'od that the Dependencies10.

with the colony I desire to point out that, in thoi
absence of unofficial representation in the Logls-

their interests ar© safeguarded by
the official majority and I have the following
suggestion to mako for an iBEnodiate service of great
moment which can be rendered to thorn.

11.

taken in the Dependencies. Additional taxation has

revenue

with.

ations should be undertaken with as
possible and that

which/

|_- - ------- HI

I i
It was considered of urgent importance in

1919 that scientific investigations should be undoi’-

£

lativ© council,

II
■

?
!•

■ , if necessary,

are likely to suffer by being so closely bound up

been imposed for the purpose of meting the expenses 
of the expedition but iias not yot y^lded 
sufficient to permit of the project being proceeded

I am of opinion that it is in the interests 
of the administration as a whole that the invostig- 

as little delay 
funds of tho Colony

this viow.
9. if the funds of the colony and of its 

Dependencies, with tho oxooption of revenue raised 
to which I shall presentlyfor a specific purpose, 

refer, were regarded as available for carrying out. 
in tho interests of the Administration as a whole, 
comprehensive policy for the development alike of the 
Colony and its Dependencies the admitted difficulties 
would be avoided and the active cooperation of the



r

which arc lying idle and oven its credit should be
made uso of for immediately carrying out those
investigations.

The tics which bind the Colony to its12.

Whaling operations have beenT/ith mutual advantage.
carried on in the past in both territories conjointly
and from recent applications
there is reason to suppose that they may be renewed.
The large herds of hair seal which are found In both
territories offer an opening for development in trust

Tiie proposal for the construction of adirection.
slipway at Port Stanley is now being pressed forward.

it proceeds to completion all the
catchers from the South Shetlands and a few from
South Georgia would winter hore for their annual

at "onte Video.
The establishment of direct oomunication with South

of primary importance. Ho
opportunity for accomplishing tills object should be

Tli© people of the Colony unable toforegone.
participate directly in whale fishing would to a far

i

J

I lo. /

Dependencies are closer than may have hitherto 
appeared and they can, in ?uy opinion, be strengthened

than in the past, invest their surplus 
savings in Dependencies undertakings.

as is hoped,

Th© fact that 
the deposits in the (Wernment Savings Dank 
a sum of over £120,000,

greater extent,

If,

I consider,Georgia is,

repairs instead of, as at present,

amount to 
on which the rate of intei‘ost 

earned is only 2^, is sufficient indication of the 
need for such an outlet.

, which have been made,



6.

I cannot urge too strongly that you will
take into favourable consideration tho broader view
of the subject under discussion which I now put forward
in the belief that it is just
in the best interests of the Colony and of its Depend
encies .

X have the honour to be 9

x'ou.r most obedient 3

J. Middleton.
I

i!

1

13.

humble servant,

Sir 9

•> economically sound end



Tina 22nd Hay, 1925.

NOTE ON THE SUGGESTIONS CONTAINED IN TICE SECRETARY OF
1922.

uo

after defraying purely local

evident proposition which does not admit of the deductions
in the third paragraph of the Secretary of

State’s Despatch, to bo implied.
that acceptance of that principle) iraplios (1)

an undertaking that this Government shall repudiate
any claim to revenues raised in the Dependencies

in excess of the cost of Administration and (2) that tho
surpluses of the Dependencies revenue Which have been
included in tho accounts of the Colony in past years may
justly be regarded as a debt owing by the Colony to the

be taken into account.
2. subject to such directions as

investigations, which are contemplated

must

liavo

Tho

75 OF

tho Secretary of State may bo pleased to give in tho matter, 
the Governor is not in a position to bind tho Government 
to the undertaking which is sought for in tho first of 
these implications ".nd it is submitted that when the

estimates'^ ~
/ ■

ENCLOSURE Ho. I TO FALKLAND ISLANDS DESPATCH No...

STATE'S DESPATCH No. 25 OF THE 1ST MARCH,

which are hold,

The principle that the payment of the cont of the 
Administration of the Dependencies should ho the first
charge on their revenue,

appears to be a self-contained and self-

all time,

It is clear that,

expenditure,

It is there suggested,
in effect,

in tho accounts 
surplus revenues.

, for

Dependencies and that the interest upon that dobt should

research 
, have beon completed 

the allocation of monies derived from the Dependencies 
necessarily be a matter for fresh consideration. Tire second 
corollary would, if accepted, involve the subversion of ™ 
accomplished fact. A Successive Secretaries of state 
year after year approved of the inclusion 
of the colony of the Dependencies'



2.

the establishment lias been

were as shewn in the published accounts of tho Colony*
Whether tho policy whereby a surplus of revenue in one of

That policy lias at least precedents inmatter of opinion.
A close analogy is afforded inother parts of the umpire.

credited to an African Colony would, it is suggested 9 hardly
justify a claim for repayment by such Colony of all monies
received in the past in excess of expenditure upon its
Protectorate.

It is stated in the Memorandum attached to thoo.
Secretary of State’s despatch that

“two alternatives were possible
to establish under the control of the Governor of the

Islands11

a settled

4./

I

two territories under a single Administration stands to the 
credit of the combined Government is a sound one nay bo a

i
T

estimates have boon based, 
determined and public works have been carried out on the 
assumption that tho monies at the disposal of the Government

H(i)

“in deciding tho form
“of Administration to be sot up“ after the establisliment
of the whaling industry,

the system of accounts as between Colonies and their 
protectorates in Africa^/ A future adjustment of accounts 
whereby the expenses of Administration only were to be

“Falkland islands a separate office for the Dependencies 
f! somewhat on tho lines of the Office in Fiji of the High 

z

"Commissioner for the Western Pacific, or (2) to annex
"the Dependencies to the colony for Administrative purposes. 
"The latter alternative was adopted as the most suitable in 
"the circumstances." It is also observed "that it was 
"decided, as a matter of convenience, to administer the 
"Dependencies from the Colony of the Falkland 
instead of following "the general policy in respect of 
"uninhabited Islands not already attached to 
"Administration".



as a natter

inc laded
Letters Patent werethe administration of the Government.

1892, which
declared that the nSettlements in the Falkland Islands and

until otherwise provided, bo

It has been stated in every

the British Government for the protection of the whale
The lists from 1862 to 1874 addfishery in these waters.

the words "and from that time to the present have so con- I-'

•tinned". From 1887 onwards South Georgia has been

specifically described as a Dependency of the Falkland

Islands.

British sovereignty over South Georgia.

Island would be leased.
a

from the Argentine Republic leading to

as its position lias not even the m
of/

41

4

<

should,

Goldsworthy in his despatch No. 98 of the iGth of August, 
1892, asked that he might be granted a passage to South 
Georgia in one of His Majesty’s ships as eight people, 
anxious to ascertain the capabilities for farming there 
had applied for information as to the terms on which the

There wore at that time, as the 
correspondence shews, possibilities of

j
i

■ i

i IThe Governors of the Colony between 1890 and 190(; j 
endeavoured to persuade His Majesty’s Government to establiil !

Governor

subsequently issued on the 28th of February,

day that the Falkland Islands were taken possession of by x

their Dependencies"

in the Falkland Islands"

4. The exact time at which it was decided, 
of convenience, to adopt the alternative of annexation is not 
known but the original Charter of the 23rd of June, 1843, 
which made provision for the Government of tho "Settlements 

"their Dependencies" in

* 11

A\ _C4i

' i
jhl

"called the Colony of tho Falkland Islands" and made 
provision for its Government.
edition of the Colonial Office List from 1862 to tho present

I
fishing concesaia p1 

an occupation of th t 
The Lords Comiaal#

South Georgia

Island by nationals of that country. . 
of the Admiralty considered however that 
not worth retaining n
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that

it would be of

In pursuance of this authority a

/

Governor

; I

said
1

In the meantime the action of the Governor in p^rantln^ th

had boon criticized•
The divergent views which are taken upon the claims6.

of tho Colony and upon the Indebtedness of the Dependencies
ffor the cost of their administration appear to have their

Enough has
^00:1/

4
J

i

*
I

origin in a misapprehension which has arisen over tho mutual 

relations of the Colony and. its Dependencies.

T vo

■

II 
!

I i I

"and general lease of South Georgia to any responsible
He was in reply authorised to

' I
II

' bk

ri
fl

or one ever likely

ofji^-

r

-Jloase without the previous sanction of tho Secretary of $ate \;

"individual or company/’
publish the intention of this Government to lease the island 
and to invite tenders•
lease was granted in 1905 to tho South Georgia Exploration

The members of this Company found a Whaling depot

, i

<-o
Ox

Company.
of an Argentine company established in South Georgia without’ 

i .
any authority from the British Government.
Allardyce in reporting tho return of tho members of the 
Exploration Company (Messrs Swlnhoo and Kolway) in Novembort/ 
1905, said "I would particularly call your attention to tho 
"statement of Mr swinhoe that had it not been for tho 
"appearance at South Georgia of the South Georgia Exploratk t • 
"Company and tho flying of our flag during the three month 
"the party was there the Argentine flag -would have been 
"hoisted in our dependency with proportionate complication

"of being on a frequented trade route
"to be frequented" and that it was "useless as a port of 
"call for ills Majesty’s ships."

5. In 1900 Governor Grey-Wilson in transmitting an 
application from a Chilian for a leas© of south Georgia said

"subject to any objections of an Imperial nature as to 
"thus raising tho question of sovereignty" he considered that

"advantage to the Colony to grant a mining



that it shall bo doomed

that the Governor* shall be doomed always to have been

Dependencies♦

7.

nc

r.j •

been said to shew the fallacy of the assumption first put 
forward in the Secretary’s of State’s despatch No. 137 of 

and renewed in that of the 1st

. ■| :1
■I

: ■ I '

I

the 23rd of December, 1919, 
that the Dependencies can be regarded as an

by accident, administrative head*

f
I- ■

is

of Elarch,
independent entity with, 
quarters at Port Stanley, as though, apparently, their 
connection with the Colony dated back only to 1908 when
provision was made, by Letters Patent for the Government of 
South Georgia tho South Orkney, the South Shetland and 
sandwich Islands and Graham’s Land as Dependencies of the 

These Letters Patent,Colony of the Falkland Islands.
moreover, expressly declared (a) 
always to have been competent for the Governor by and with 
the advice and consent of the Legislative Council of the
Colony of the Falkland Islands to make laws for the peace, 
ordor and good government of tho Dependencies named and (b)1 
authorised and empowered to make grants of land within thod

I 'The essential fact is that had it not been | I 
for the settled Administration of the Falkland Islands and I /■' 
for the action of successive Governors of the Colony the

!
{dialing industry in the Southern Atlantic and the "uninhpJijl '■

•3 ' ■ 

islands" would have never come under the British flag.
As His Majesty’s Government decided that tho 

Dependencies should be annexed to the Colony for 
Administrative purposes and should not merely be placed unfer ?,■ I 
the control of the Governor on the lines on which the tfes^rri ' 
Pacific Islands are administered, it is not possible to Voai ; 
the financial relations between the respective territories i 
tho same manner as if the latter alternative had been a^opt 
It is, apparently, in an endeavour to do this that the 
misapprehension has arisen. It is presumed tliat thojo

/



no essential difference in the relations between Fiji and
the Western Pacific and those between the Falkland islands

3.
is stated in the

tons and the value of the oil at £28 a ton*

pacific.
■J;

that if the Dependencies of th
Falkland Islands were administered on similar lines with tP

and if the same services were

There remains consideration of the proposition9.
■that when export duties were first levied on whale oil t°

raising of substantial additional revenue was in genera

, : I

Governor

*•

fi

J
ll

\

I 
iI

II

jurisdiction of the High Commissloner for the Western 
This comparison is maintained in the enclosures ;

A memorandum is attached dealing with

■

:: l

i»

Allardyce in a Minute on the subject said nWe ought not to 
oomit/

:i 1
■ a

considered justifiable only for the benefit of the whaj^8‘

/<■

' ’ A

!

to the despatch*

Western Pacific Islands.)

T

H

estimate in the memorandum9

the analogy,

and their Dependencies•
The cost of Central Administration as estimated

industry or for further developments in the Dependence8* ’ I 
a circular was issued ti

Whaling Companies informing them of the proposed expo't 
duties and detailing a number of works which, it was iropas0d 
to undertake from the revenues obtained.

Secretary of State’s reply to be excessive, 
little more than £ per cent of the value of the trade of the 
Dependencies taking the average production of oil at 68,000 

the

in the despatch of the 29th of November,

rendered,

On the 29th of January,

basis, 
by a comparison with the cost of the headquarters 
/administration in Fiji of the area comprised within the

in fact,It is,

on which it is said that the cost is excessive, is
However,

i

1912 ,

l ji 
the cost of the central administration should f

! | 
not bo more than £1,500 a year. I

!

and it is submitted that no comparison can in • 
fact be made. Attention is invited particularly to the



f

7*

duty the Secretary of State in a despatch suggesting that
the salary of the Governor should be increased, reviewed,

th© whole position of the Colony and directed
that his despatch should be laid before the Legislative

From that time it lias been the policy to treatCouncil*
the surpluses in some measure as available for the devolop-
ment of the Colony and this policy received the approval of
successive Secretaries of State until the inauguration of
the Research Fund* as has been said, numerous
precedents for the policy.

&

!:

' ;• I

9^

i
!■

5

I
1

at length,

There are.

” commit ourselves to spend all the revenue obtained in 
’’measures for the benefit of the Dependencies.” Within a 
brief period after it had been decided to impose an export



6'
OF THE

FAIRLAND ISLANDS AND DEPENDLIICIES - Division of Expenditure.

On page 7 of the Estimates for 1921 a statement is
given showing th© allocation of the expenditure between
the Falkland Islands proper and tho Dependencies

show that tho values of exports of sheopfarming products
of 1918 from the F,I. proper and of whaling products from

i

productions of the two industries

and whaling 12s 7d

.. |

II

tho Dependencies wore £340,600 and £1,711,600 respectively.
On tho basis of tho gross values of tho actual

' ,i; 1

ENCLOSURE No. II TO FALKLAND IS-

ZZ^

» /
V j'

-I ’• r

G^W’.er/ If

j
I 
I1

£1,711,500,

I

■nat,e ,.i s

II
, U i 

uiica-.-i i
?

totals,

to the ISiited Kingdom in British bottoms, and I believe 
that the bull; of that of whaling goos to foreign countries} 
in foreign bottoms.

made subject to regulation under a

exclusive of Research Fund, being £39,560 and 
££7*2^$^ •»

The latest published Customs Returns (Governor Young’s 
Minute to the Legislative Council of the 19th August

produce sheepfarming pays £11. 12. 5,
only.

Tne whois of tho products of sheepfarming are shippe i
■

sheepfarming

products are paying towards tho cost of administration S’,
£39,560 out of £340,600 and whaling products aBySgi out of

or in other words for every £100 worth of

, the

, therefore,

, 1919)

Of the imports into the Falkland Islands exclusive-,’ 
T 1 

Dependencies, 80$ is purchased in the united Kingdom, 
the bulk of the imports into the Dependencies, exclusivpf 
coal, comes from foreign countries.

It will not be denied that but for the fact that 
Dependencies v/ere attached to the F.I. and whaling thus 

settled Government 
whaling operations would have been open to all comera 
This must unquestionably have resulted in indiscrlmi
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slaughter of whales and tho waste of everything but the
ending in all

probability in the extinction of the Industry in the
With the prospect of increasedcourse of a few years.

revenue from whaling several projects were undertaken
during Governor Allardyce1?, term of office, notably the

now Government Offices costing about £14,000.
or

is reduced to the proportion indicated in the printed
it is not too ranch to say that the

taxpayers will regret that tho whaling industry was ever
started.

Seeing that the industry has been regulated and no

contribution from the industry to the cost of central
administration should, irrespective of the largo profits

be on a most generous scale. And the
fact that British Trade derives no benefit directly or

whereas the)

whole business resulting from sheepfarming is done with
the United Kingdom, adds to tho injustice of making the
latter bear such an undue proportion of the local taxation.

generous scale it is not levied on a fair one even, for it
is not paying out of pocket expenses incurred. The cost

much on sheepfarming questions, the proportion would
probably be two to one. An abstract of the telegrams

sent/

II

of stationery and telegrams is all borne by tho Colony, 
whereas I would venture to prophesy that fully two-thirds 
of the telegrams despatched refer exclusively to whaling. 
And if all Government Officials were able to say how much 
of their time is occupied on whaling questions and how

doubtferosei’vcd by such regulation through the medium of 
the machinery of Government of the Falkland Islands, the

statement above quoted,

actually derived,

indirectly, from the whaling operations,

If tho bulk of tho revenue of whaling is now withdrawn,

U

Torn Hall,

most remunerative part of the carcasses.

So far from the contribution from whaling being on a
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6..I

I separate entity,

but if this is not

The attempt to keep separate accounts and at the same

at any rate, a lack of
This would be obviated by having separateclearness•

estimates for the F.I. proper and the Dependencies.
Taking the items of expenditure on page 7 of the

estimates seriatim:.-
Deppndencies pensions should of course be1. Pensions.

borne by the Dependencies.
The whole of

of which

only charge borne by the Dependencies. is the salaries of

It would be useful to have a statement

I

most of
the overtime incurred.

7. *
L

whereas it is at present all charged to the Colony, 
probably the boarding of whaling vessels entails

time to include all in one set of estimates and in the 
same statement of revenue and expenditure, appears to me

i

I

practicable they should surely pay their full proportion
it 'of the cost of/administration.

■

t

includes stationery,

or,

2. & 3. Governor and Colonial Secretary.
this expenditure is charged to the Colony although it 

telegrams and printing,

their share.

sent might afford some guide.
If the Dependencies are regarded as a 

let them have their pyra stfa'ff- - Governor and officials 
and all machinery /of Government,

probably two-thirds or three-fourths appertain to whaling. / '

4. & 5. Treasury Customs and Audit. Under this head the

to result in much confusion,

the Officials there, but do not the Treasurer and Collector
and his clerks have to deal with the revenue received from d-M \
the Dependencies and incorporate with their accounts?
Of course it\must be so and the Dependencies should bear

\

6. Port and. Marine.
total vessels boarded in Stanley by the Harbour

master and Health Officer, discriminating between whaling 
vessels attended to and others. A division of the cost 
of the Department in that proportion would be a fair one,
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The 'West Falkland agistrato spends a largo
and it is

safe to say that his magisterial work on the West Falkland
is nil.

& 16. Police prisons. Military. These my bo taken8
together as being departments which are not productive of
remunerative work

In tho event of any serious trouble in thenecessary.
Dependencies the services of these departments would be

arise a year
and the Dependencies should boar their share

in the maintenance of the forces to which they might at
any time find it necessary to appeal.
9. Medical. Includes heavy cost of maintenance of

the benefits of which cannot bo appraised in
pounds shillings and ponce.

to the Dependencies or tho Colony, and the former should
bear its share of the cost of upkeep.
10. r: 11. Education. Ecclesiastical. Are almost exclus
ively for the F.I. proper, but are "welfare" services which
are desirable in most communities. If the Dependencies
are treated as a part of the community hero they would
naturally make some contribution.

Each naturally pays for its own items.12. Transport.
13. Miscellaneous.

should pay a share.
15. 13. savings Bank. Scientific. Are so far proper to
tho F.I. onlys but may at some time include services to
the Dependencies.
17. Post office. Deals with all letters whether from
Dependencies or Falkland^.

officials/
i

The wlialing steamers which 
call at Stanley are dependent upon tho services of the

Represents sundry items of necessary 
or useful public expenditure of which the Dependencies

7 • Legal♦
proportion of his time in the whaling regions,

It is in tho nature of 
insurance and might at any moment proveAincalculable value

Hospital,

or two ago),
I believe.requisitioned (one occasion did,

, but are of a preventive nature and
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officials•

whaling#
had a mail service which>

F.I# notes are novz used in19# Currency ijote expenses»
the Dependencies•

All questions relating to publicPublic ft'orks#
works in the Dependencies are passed through tills depart-

and some proportion of the cost of personnel should
be borne by the Dependencies •

Very little seems to be known generallyResearch Fund.
about the research fund, and infomation on tho following
points would be of interest#

What revenue has actually been credited to tills(1)
"Fund” ?

There is a discrepancy in the published Minutes to the

1920.

The latter roads:*

Legislative council of Sir Douglas Young, dated 19th
1919 and Mr Martin, Zidministrator, dated 1st

Ddes this moan that the S^d has been credited to the
If so it is a distinct violation of Sir

r

The first Minute runs 2- 
/

fund) it^proposed to increase from let October
Export Duty on whale-oil .nftSoal-oil from Jr^d a barrel to

22. 23.

"This sum of £5000 representing 
approximately 3<;d per* barrel of the export duty expected 
from oil in 1921 might with propriety bo transferred to 
tho Revenue of the colony proper."

August,
November,

rnont,

Research Fund?

1/Gd tx barrel and to pay into tho fund the increased duty 
at the rate of ls/2-^d on every barrel of oil exported."

"To finance this fund (research

boon paid; we have, however
has been provided by the trade of the sheepfarming

the products of whaling contributing nothing

A moiety of tho cost of ocean mail service 
should certainly be borne by tho Dependencies for a 
regular mail service between the Home and the Colonial 
Goveinmont is vital for the negotiation and regulation of

It is true that of late years no subsidy has

industry,
in kind towards it, but reaping a share of the benefits.

, 1919 the



credited to the general revenue* jjhis matter is important
as concerning the sanctity of a Governor’s promise to the

(2)
Fund some doubts uro excusable as to what other items may

and who controls it ?
(4) If the bulk of the revenue from the Dependencies

is retained for the Research Fund and an inadequate
contribution made towards the total expenditure of the p.l.

the Research Fund. a

development of an industry conducted by aliens and con
tributing nothing towards the revenue or trade of the
British Enplre.

(Sgd.) W. A. Harding. . I

Sth November, 1921.

Li

I

the result will bo that the sheep* 
faming industry becomes in effect a large contributor to

Douglas Young’s implied undertaking to the legislative
Council a year before that the 3jd would bontinue to be

Stanley, Falkland Islands,

Where is the Fund,

and its Dependencies,

and it would bo Interesting to 
know the total amount and details as to how it is mado up.

(3)

Legislature,
If this S£d per barrel has boon credited to the

not also have gone to it,

That is to say that sheepfarming, j
British industry, would be paying for research work and



(Llemorandum) «ENCLOSURES

Tho first three paragraphs set forth what ar© termed
(in para 4) and these my be dealt
with under four headings :•*

(A) The adminin trail on of the Dependencies by the
Falkland Islands Government instead of by H.L% Government in
London.

(13) The question of tho provision of the research

could not be done.
(C) The absence of any proposition that the rovenuo

of the Colony should bear any proportion of tho charge.
(D) The benefits derived by the Colony from naval

burdens borne by tho British taxpayer<

A.

already attached to a settled administration is to issue Ilicences and leases by Government, presumably in London,
and it is stated in paragraph 2 tliat it was decided to annex

I contend that tho administration
of these from the Falkland Islands was inevitable and doubt

A/!

i

The Memorandum suggests that the general policy in 
regal'd to concessions in respect of uninhabited Islands not

the Dependencies to the Colony as the more suitable alternative.
South Georgia was already attached to the Falklands and the
South Orkneys, south Shetlands etc are absolutely uninhabitable 
during the winter months.

i.

"general eansidei’ations1’

whether administration from London was ©ver seriously 
contemplated at all. But for the Falkland Islands Government 
the value of tho South Orkneys and South Shetlands would not 
have been known at tho Colonial Office until it vias too late.

vessel by the Admiralty, and subsequent decision that this

ENCLOSURE No. Ill TO FALKLAND ISLANDS DESPATCH llo.7^- 
OF THE 22'1’ . /£ 2 2/.
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paasageo

"it trill not bo denied*..

It is admitted that the inter-departmental CommltteB.
framed some of their recommendations upon the assumption

equipment.
of funds;

The Falklandconsiderably before that of other commodities•

Islands therefore for two years has been faced with the
problem of having to pay heavily for their wants 'whilst
receiving considerably less in proportion for their products.

It is vfell known that the urgent need for economy
renders it impossible for H»H. Government to assume any
financial liability in respect of the proposed researches.
Seeing that this need for economy applies everywhere vzithout
any exception it would appear to be a rational course to
postpone these researches until all interested are able to
share the burden.

It is perhaps beyond my province ,to venture

scientific researches.

assistance/

■

that the Admiralty v/ould provide tho research vessel and 
however, from lack

but the Admiralty is by no moans the only body
the Fallsland Islands

This Institution has I bolieve a 
very large annual income, and with some additional financial

so suffering - a.lmost the whole world is, 
especially on account of tho price of wool having fallen so

exceeded £11,000 per annum.
(I would repeat hero some of the remarks in my 

memorandum of Sth november last, sheets 1 and 2, commencing

a suggestion; 
it does, however, occur to me that bo prevent overlapping, 
the authorities concerned might cooperate with the Carnegie 
Institution of Now York which possesses in the yacht 
"Carnegie” a vessel fully equipped for all kinds of

A separate administrative staff living there - ono may add 
even in south Georgia - is not practicable, and it le certain 
that when the cost of buildings, mil communication, 

etc is taken into consideration the cost would have

The Admiralty cannot do so,
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the very

for the ad hoc purpose of whaling research would bo

!?The Memorandum states correctly that it is notC»
proposed that the revenues of the colony itself should
bear any portion of the charges in question* Technically

but unless the Dependencies bear their full share of
the cost of the administration of the Colony

The Memoranda goes on to sayD*
that the imposition of additional expense on the Imperial

recognised the share of the burden which this small
lias actually shouldered*

or
more/

ultimate effect is that the Colony is being made to con
tribute towards the Rosearch Fund (see concluding paragraph

benefits of the Naval burdens borno by the taxpayer in 
this country.h

any case be desired by the inhabitants of the Colony which 
during the War experienced in such a signal manner the

assistance might be disposed to carry out concurrently 
with other scientific work the researches recommended

I cannot refrain from saying that instead of giving 
utterance to this somewhat thinly veiled aspersion upon 
the Falkland Islanders it would have been more becoming 
upon the part of the Colonial Office to have admitted and

Exchequer in order to free Dependenciesf revenue for 
purely local purposes in the Falkland Islands would in

obviated*

by the Inter-departmental Committee*
heavy initial expanse of providing and equipping a'vessel

not s

ray memorandum of 5th November)*

community
There are four limited companies 

who have contributed very largely by way of* income tax and 
ISxcess Profits Duty to the Imperial Exchequer during the 
War. To my certain know ledge the Falkland Islands 
Company Ltd alono paid annually for some three years

If so?

,Jand it io unlikely

y then the
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private owners living in England contributed in a similar
Furthermore I assert confidently that tho

voluntary contributions of tho Colonists to war relief
funds and other charitable objects both fox1 tho United
Kingdom and Allied countries were much larger per head
than any other Colony can show.

It is quite pertinent to enquire how much the whaling
Companies contributed either to the Imperial Exchequer or
to war rolief funds.

This Colony is the last that should be singled out
for such an innuendo - it is a unit of the Empire
a small one - but it has invariably responded to its
obligations in a way more than proportionate to its sise.

These general considerations are really beside
for the question at issue is solely, what is the

fair share that the Dependencies should pay towards tho
general cost of administration ? First of all duo
recognition should bo accorded to the advantage ’which

But fox1 that.
the industry would possibly noxi have become extinct owing
to indiscriminate slaughter and waste

As soon as whaling promised to become remunerative

necessarily

Increased/

- i

ii

whaling has derived from the regulation of the industry 
by the Government of tho Falkland Islands.

the contribution of the Dependencies should be not merely 
a fair one but a generous one.

proportion.

«M* «*» KI <M»

, costing over £14>000, 
and the staffs of the different officials were

the Falkland Islands Government undertook various projects 
in view of the prospect of increased revenue, notably the 
Town Hall, now Government Offices

, and I submit that

Para 4.
the mark,

, albeit

more over £70,000 per annum, and tho other Companies and
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increased• miess the whaling industry pays a very fair
share of the administrative expenses it is not too much
to say that the taxpayers in the colony will regret that
whaling was ever started*

Without actual figures I am not in a position to

But it is obvious that if thoaccrued from Dependencies•
Dependencies have not in the past contributed their fair
proportion of the expenses it is not correct to claim that
all this surplus balance should belong to the Dependencies ♦

relating to the failure of the inliabitants

represent a very fair statement of tho case*
I would say that in view of the capital involved and the
risks taken the whaling companies deserve tho profits of

but whilst no one hero in any way grudges
them their success it is inevitable that a feeling should

from lack of technical
have boon debarred from

But when you add to that thosharing in that success*
undoubted fact that Government expenses have boon largely
increased both on account of the whaling industry and
on account of a legitimate prospect of some increase of

it cannot be denied
that the Falkland Islands have a strong claim that the
contribution of the Dependencies to tho general exchequer
should be in every respect adequate* otherwise tho
Falkland Islander feels that he is helping to pay towards

i
the

deal with the precise amounts paid in tho past, nor to 
discuss how much of the Colony’s surplus balance has

industry,

Paras* 6,7,3,9,
of the Colony to securo any participation in tho whaling

exist that Colonists here should,

their enterprise,

knowledge and necessary capital,

revenue which led tho Government to commitments which they 
otherwise would not have contemplated,

an industry, from the fruits of which he is barrod owing 
to circumstances outside his control, namely, 
impossibility of raising tho necessary capital, and finding 

technical/
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technical experience locally*
Detailed figures are dealt with tn the final portion

of tho memorandum.

I offer the following criticisms :~
I agree tlxat the cost of tho Intorineularpost Office.

service lias no connection v/lth the Dependencies. But I
would point out that- the whaling steamers which call hero
all utilise the service of the Post Office
Dependencies should contribute towards the ocean mail
service which in vital to commiini cation between tho Homo
Government and the Governor for tho negotiation and
regulation of whaling matters• It is true that of late
years no subsidy has bo0x1 paid? had
a mail service which has boon provided solely by the trade
of the shoepfaming industry. fixe products of whaling have
contributed absolutely nothing in kind towards this, but
Ims reaped its share of the benefits.

A detailed statement showing the vesselsPort and Marine*
boarded by tho Harboiur- mater would 1 believe show that
more than one half are whaling vessels* After deducting
the cost of the Patrol boat this Head of Service should be
included in tho contrfbv*"on ~ 1th out the concluding
reservation.

Includes the heavy cost of the maintenance ofMedical-
tho benefits of which cannot be appraised in

shillings and pence It is in tho nature of
instance and might at any time prove of incalculable value
to the Dependencies« I may say here that it is most

unlikely/

/

Notes on the Heads -

4

the Hospital,
pounds,

however,

, and that the

we have,

.J
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unlikely that the Hospital would have boon constructed
upon its present scale but for the prospect of some

which in
case of need would naturally be entitled to the sex*vico
of tho Hospital and staff#

The transport of officials is equally withTransport .
and

the Dependencies should consequently pay the same
proportion of this as the actual salary.

In all probability quite one half, if notTelegrams ■>
more, of the Government telegrams sent appertain to
whaling matters.

A proportion of most of these items shouldPublic Works.
certainly be borne by the Dependencies - I refer especially

peat supply, Town Hall
Like transport, all those

as much a part of the cost of the variousitems ai'o
as their actual salaries. A study of theofficials

and toEstimates
amounting to £540 should be added a proportion

which are
employed for some months carting and stacking the peat.

£196No. 4XVII
3355
506

10 260
1200No. 2XVIII

4 50
4805

9 50

forward, £2621

i
IA

of the cost of tho carts,

to buildings, furniture,

this item,
horsos and carters,

shows that most are provided with poat,

jetties,
(really Government Offices).

increased revenue from the whaling industry,

their salaries a charge that the Colony has to boar,

Tho items which should contribute aro
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8.

£ 2621
NO. 11 540

15012
£3311

Seeing that all questions relating to public works
in the Dependencies are passed through this Department
it would bo legitimate to charge for services of Colonial
Engineer and his clerical staff but this my be excluded
as a set off against some of the items detailed above.

(Sfed.) W. A* Harding. e

10th April, 1922.

,us

.JV,

forward.

Stanley,
Falkland Islands,
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OF THE EXPENDITURE OF THE FALKLAND ISLANDS AND
(Enclosure to DespatchDEPENDENCIES FOR THE YEAR 1922.

No. 23 of 1st of March from the Secretary of State).

£1,300.Head I. Pensions.
newly allowed to derive the full benefits

of a settled administrative service, should pay its share
common to all settled services. It benefits

charge is made in respect of the capital value. In the case
of pensions payable by the Falkland Islands it is further the
fact that with the exception of two pensions amounting to

all the pensions are paid to£111. 15s
persons who retired after whaling operations commenced.
It is not too much to ask that 17 years from that date the
Dependencies should pay their share of the expenditure.
Thirdly it should be remembered that in the event of the

The possibility of surplus
revenues having been received to a sufficient amount to
defray this last charge cannot be taken into account in
this connoation as they are dealt with separately.

All allowed.

Head V.

<.

whaling industry failing the Colony would have to bear the 
colo burden of the pension list.

It may be remarked that the greater 
part of the time of these departments (i.e. more than 40 
per cent) is taken up over Dependencies matters.

Head II. Governor.
Head III, colonial Secretary.
Head IV. Treasury & customs.

■r

Od out of £1,300,

ENCLOSURE No* IV TO FALKLAND ISLANDS DESPATCH No

(T —
EXAMINATION of note on the heads of the estimates

of a burden,
by furnished off icon, buildings and quarters for which no

A territory,
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Hoad V. Post Offloo. £4,044.

The provision of £1,500 is not solely for an inter-
insular service and the note in the Estimates lias misled
the writer of the notes. Tho anomt charged against
inter-insular service for the use of the Patrol Boat will
probably be not more than £360.

on foreign mils.
Tlie wireless station would not have been erected

had it not boon for the Dependencies • The majority of
the factories have wireless installations and communication

The Revenue Estimate of £1,200 wasis fairly frequent.
a considerable over-estimate

as it was decided
after the Estimates were framed tliat the gross amount

insular receipts to which the Dependencies have no claim.
Practically no postal revenue is received from tho

Dependencies from other sources than the sale of Postage
Stamps •

Telephones are necessary for ordinary Government
work much of which is on dependencies business but the
whole revenue is received from tho local public.

The Post Office deals with a very large accumulation

3

Hoad VI. Port and Marine*

if
required/

...-

of mail matter for the Dependencies during tho whaling 
season, and handles the homeward mail.

received should bo placed on deposit ponding clearance.
An appreciable part of tho £500 is in respect of inter*

, based on tho revenue report-
i/'-'V

od to have been received by the Admiralty,-1919-1920

The balance of £1,140
was set down to meet tho Colony’s share on ocean freiglit

Che number of vessels entering the port for the 
Dependencies, all of which have to be boarded and,

, tho
total will probably not exceed £500,
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required> piloted by the Port Department, is considerably
greater than the number for all other places. In 1921
the numbers were 66 and 37 respectively# If it were
not for Dependencies work the post of Harbour Master
created in 1910 would be abolished - therefore the
Dependencies should boar more than 40 per cent of this
charge •

Head VII# Legal*

Allowed.

Allowed*

Head X# Medicdl.

The Hospital when built was regarded as part of the
services rendered to the Dependencies. The Medical
Department has great reserve value for the men occupied
in the dangerous service of whaling# Men from the
whalers are treated every year^ in tho Hospital and^'
they also receive the medical services of the Port Health

It is quite certain that no man whose capitalOfficer.

Head XII* Scientific.

Allowed# By far the greater part of tho services
of the Government Naturalist are in respect of Dependencies
work#

Head XV# Miscellaneous.

Exception is taken to the item for transport £1,000#

The/

,.r< .

Head VIII. Polico• 
Head Dy. Military.

is invested in the whaling industry would object to tho 
charge on it of £1,200 (viz.40^ of £3,000).
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’rhe Dependencies must bear their full share of the cost
of x^assages to and from the United Kingdom of officers
engaged in the Central Administration. The £300 on tho
Dependencies estimate is for purely local transport
including passages to and from tho Falklands of officers
stationed in tho Dependencies •

The £300 should remain as it is in respect of
telegrams sent by the Government to the Secretary of State
and tho Crown Agonts on Dependencies affairs* The £100
contribution to tho Imperial Institute should bo omitted
but the other items are a set off against this.

Hoads XVII and XVIII* Fob lie Dorks Department and Recurrent.

There aro very fen items on these heads which have
no connection with the Dependencies. The Public Offices
and quarters must be kept up and supplied with fuel.
Streets must bo kept up and street lamps lighted in Stanley
the Administrative Headquarters of the Dependencies.

!

h
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It is suggest cd in the despatch from tho Secretary
of State that the cost of tho Central Administration of the
Dependencies is excessive because tho cost of tho office of
the High Commission in Fiji is only about £4,500 per annum
and

Some years ago a project was under consideration for2.
transferring the office of the High Commission from Fiji to

There was much to be said for the proposal but itSydney.
was not a matter of local interest.

In the jurisdiction of tho High commias Ionov are3.
included a Colony and a Protectorate which frame their own
estimates and have their own administrative services at a
Cort of about £30,000 a year each.

These services perform many of the functions carried4.

is in many respects analogous to tho control exercised by
tho Secretary of State over a Crown Colony.

If tho central administration of the V,'astern Pacific5.

Scientific and Public Works services to tho area or a part
of tho poxiulation under its charge it is not too much to say
that £30,000 would be insufficient to cover the expense
after providing fox* purely local services in the Western
Pacific Islands.

If on the other hand an office was established in6.
the Falkland Islands or elsewhere for the control of the

Ihis would
to

administer/

out by the Falkland Islands Government for the Dependencies.
The measure of control exercised by ’tho nigh Commissioner

Dependencies on tho lines of the High Commissioners Office 
£1,500 a year would probably moot all charges, 
bo about the same as it would cost tho High. Commission

ENCLOSURE Ho. V TO FALKLAND ISLANDS DESPATCH No

MEMORANDU?-!.
o

provided in Fiji, ^Treasury,

nthe Dependencies should certainly not involve any

Postal,

greater expense0

Police, Marine, Medical,
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administer the Solemn Islands Protectorate*
If a comparison for the cost of the Administration?•

of the Dependencies is sought it can bo found in the cost
to tho Gambia of administering its Protectorate. An
estimate might be obtained from the Gambia Government•
A similar increase in establishment and in expenditure
resulted from the bringing of the Protectorate under the
Government of the Colony. Tho staff appointed for local
service in tho Protectorate numbered until a year ago the
same as in the Dependencies- No Public Works were carried
out there. lasts
for a short period in the year only
of foreigners with trading factories. The revenue was
derived from a small export duty on the products of tho

This duty was trebled in 1920 to provideprotectorate.
for development in tho colony and Protectorate. It had
in the meanwhile sufficed to bring the surplus balances
of tho Colony from a negligible amount to a sum approximately
equivalent to the surplus balances of tho Falkland Islands.

A scheme of re-organisation by which the Adminis-
tration of tho Dependencies would be reduced to an office in
Stanley would take some time to bring into offset. The
Colony could not afford to pay tho present scale of salaries
to the higher officials and a certain number of posts such as

Government Naturalist and Forest
Officer would require to be abolished. There would remain
the liabilities incurred by the assumption that tho revenue

of the joint Administration was that of the territories
under its control*

Dependencies.
The excess of Dependencies revenue over actual9.

ordinary/

So

Thia coulcl however no doubt be met from 
the surpluses which have accrued from the revenue of the

those of Harbour Master,

which as in tho DependenciesPTho trade,
, was mainly in tho hands
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ordinary expenditure is approximately as shewn in the
enclosure to the Secretary of State’s despatch. The total
ordinary expenditure of the Falkland Islands Govornmont

No allowance is made in this calculation forwas £24,603.
the cost of Central Administration of the Dependencies during
those years. a number of

for the Joint benefit of the Colony
arc included the total excess of Expenditureand Dopondencies,

however,
If Public Works Extraordinary,

between 1907 and 1919, in excess df the rwenixe obtained,

was £55,947.

which v/ero,
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i

^^DUSLAIWS.
No, lol

■ //'

August, 1922,

1 have the honour to acknowledge th© receipt of 
our despatch No. 76 of.the 22nd May, regardin'; the 

financial relatione of the Colony of the Falkland Islands 
and' its Dependencies..

2. I note that in the first enclosure to your , 
despatch it is su^gected that the divergence of view in •/ 
this matter may be due to a misapprehension oi' the mutua/ i 
relations of the Colony andDependencies and to an * 
assumption which you regard as fallacious, that the 
Dependencies can be regarded as a separate entity with,J

X fl
accident,

3.

in the Colonial Office. I
do not think that it would serve any usell 

purp?

0£W>a
isiAX^y

> I
administrative headquarters at .port Stanley. 1 
I have given full consideration to your argi« 

on these points; but while I should be unable to avsA 
without qualification the assumption to which you r«fM 
am unable- to admit that there has been- any misappreiieiM 
of the facts. As ropjfU'ds the constitutional as.
the financial principles involved, ths views express W 
tho raraorandwn vhich formed the first enclosure to y 
despatch Ljo« 23 of the 1st -lay ar© in accordance witkjta 
held by say predecessors, and are based on facts on r^-M
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purpose to discuss these facts in detail, but 1 would point 
out

\

• :

, 1 -

(a) that the terms in the Letters Patent of the 21st 
July, 1908, clearly show that it was not contemplated that 
the Dependencies to ".hi ch they refer should form an integral 
portion of the Colony, and

(b) that although the Legislative Council of the Colon} 
was given power to legislate for the Dependencies, the 
Ordinances of the Colony do notapply to the Dependencies 
unless expressly so applied.

b. j.s regards the financial question, it is true that 
when, originally, the sole revenue from the Dependencies was 
derived from leases and licences, such receipts were regarde* 
after meeting the cost of the control of the Chaling Industry 
as a return for providing the machinery of Government; but 
there is ample corroboration of the view that when later on 
additional taxation was imposed, it was intended to be used' 
for Dependencies purposes. Thus, in 1911, the Secretary 
.State deliberately refrained from approving the proposal t< 
impose such additional taxation until he was in receipt, 
inter alia, of a statement showing how far this revenue 
could be expended on measures of direct benefit to the 
Whaling Industry. Again, in 1913, the Secretary of State 
pointed out that the taxation in question was imposed with 
the intention, publicly avowed, of spending the proceeds 
upon the Dependencies, and that it could not be regarded as 
satisfactory that so large a proportion of these proceeds 
should merely serve to swell the revenue of the Colony.

/■■ I
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9

my
despatch.

8. In view of your expressions of regret that the 
criticisms in that note should have been made, I ^should 
explain that some analysis-of the financial position was 
necessaxy in order to enable ms to consider your proposals.* 
as already stated. I desired, before coming to any final 

decision

6. It is true that many of the iMftsdiate proposals 
for expenditure in the Dependencies proved impracticable 
and that subsequently ths outbreak of war prevented 
consideration of further schemes; but with th® emergence of 
objects to which the revenue of th® Dependencies could 
properly and usefully be/voted, there was no justification 
for continuing to acquiesce in a system to which the 
Secretary of 'State took exception in 1913. I am, therefore^ 
unable to recede from the attitude which I have taken up 
with regard to the principles which should govern the 
financial relationships of the Colory and the Dependencies; 
and 1 adhere generally to the decisions conveyed to you in 
my despatch of the 1st of May. In these circumstances the 
only material point regaining for decision is the amount to 
be fixed ao a contribution to be paid by the Dependencies
a? their share of the cost of central administration.

7. In i^y despatch it was suggested that on the 
anticipated results of 1922, a sum of about 14,000 would be 
a generous estimate of the charge to be borne by the 
Dependencies; but I purposely refrained from giving any 
definite decision on this point pending the receipt of yourmy , views on the note (^closure II) which accompanied ?
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9

Of

/■ , 

■, i

i'

decision, to afford you an opportunity of further 
consideration, and th© most convenient course appeared to be 
to forward the note to you for your observations* I 
regret that you should have regarded th© note as reflecting 
on you in any way. Ko such reflection was, of course, 
intended; and I trust that you will accept this explanation 
as an assurance that there has not, at any time, been a 
suggestion that you have given me misleading advice.

It is common ground that the Dependencies should 
bear a proper and adequate share of the cost of the Central 
administration, although the actual amount must necessarily 
be to some extent arbitrary. I have carefully considered 
the criticisms of the calculations in the note enclosed in
ny despatch of the 1st of Hay, with every desire to treat 
the Colony fairly in the matter; and I am of opinion that, 
in the case of some of the items questioned, a case has been 
made out for charging the Dependencies with a proportion of 
the expenditure under those items. ;.ith other criticisms 
1 ara, however, unable to agree, and I could not possibly 
accept any theory of computation involving such an extras® 
view as that in the fourth enclosure to your despatch, 
that the Dependencies should properly be charged with a pro
portion of the cost of the streets and limiting of Fort 
Stanley.

10. Having given full consideration to all the 
circumstances, including the services rendered in earlier 
years to the Dependencies by the Governors and Administratio 
of the Colony, which I have certainly no desire to minimi:se, 
I have cane to the conclusion that the Dependencies’ share
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i

I

the 1st January, 1922, 
should bs reconsidered*

A/I /

In

j of the Central cost of administration should be fixed at 
; the sum of J5,000 a year for a period of five years from 

at the end of which ti/se the matter
I also think that it would b® 

convenient to adopt the suggestion made in the second 
enclosure to your despatch, that the estimates of the 
Colory and the Dependencies should be separated in future, 

that case the contribution of the Dependencies should of 
course bo shown as iievonue in the Colony estimates and as 
Expenditure in the estimates of the Dependencies; but 
there is no reason why the two sets of estimates should not 
continue to be printed in the same volume.

11. It is a matter of much regret to mo that I have 
been unable to accept your strong recommendation that the 
Colony and the Dependencies should be regarded as a single

I unit for all purposes; but in making the proposals in 
■ paragraphs 8 and 9 in my despatch of’the 1st of Hay, I had 
1 already endeavoured, as you indeed recognise, to assist 
I you in your desire, with which I fully sympathise, to 
improve local conditions and to pursue a policy of 
development* In this connection 1 would, however, point 
out in the Land dales Lund and the Surplus Balances already 
oe&atuL Mie Colony has accumulated funds more than 
sufficient for all feasible schemes of development, and 1 
need hardly assure you 'that any schemes that you may feel 
able to put forward will receive full and sympathetic 
consideration*

12. While it is not practicable to discuos in detail 
the many controvert! points arising out of your despatch

and
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there are some mtterSon which it 'ould

.£

views would,

« Ulis

which unlike the Gheep*- 
fact, not represented 

the dependencies or on 
the Legislative council of the colony.

14, In view of the substantial British interests

and its enclosures, 
seem desirable for rae to consent briefly, 

13* You have furnished bio with memoranda from
Er. '.;.A. Harding as showing the view taken by an experienced 
local man of business; but it so eras improbable that hia 

in general, bo shared by the British business 
interests in the Whaling Industry, 
fanning Industry, are, aa a matter of 
either on the Executive -ouncil of

concerned, not only in the '-’/haling Industry but in its 
products, 1 entirely dissent from the view that British 
trade derives no benefit directly or indirectly from the 
industry, or that the industry contributes nothing to the 
revenue and trade of ths British itapira. Also, the statement 
that it is conducted by aliens is only partially true, 
last point was, however, dealt with fully in the enclosures 
to ny earlier despatch.

lb. I need hardly say' that the remark to which 
exception is taken in paragraph (d) of enclosure Ill of your 
despatch, involved no reflection on the people of the Colony, 
whose loyalty and patriotism havenever been open to question 
but the Falkland Islands is by no moons tho only Colony on 
which it has been necessary to impress the need for eoonorry 
by His Majesty’s Government, in view of the burdens imposed 
on the Mother Country during ‘the war, and I fait it 
desirable to deal with this aspect of the matter fully and 
frankly, in view of the unfortunate impression reported to

exist



A(Signed) s ce ■

as to 
available locally, 
to give effect t 
reported in august

exist locally that the interests and claims of the tolony 
had received insufficient consideration. 1 trust that any 
such iriproesiona ".-ill now be finally removed,

16, as regards the concluding paragraph of Enclosure
II to your despatch, I would point out that full information 

to ths financial position of the Eesoarch Fund is
.-d though it has not yet been possible

o the recomendations of the Committee which 
1919, tile matter has bean actively

pursued, and I hone that it will be possible before long to 
report some definite and substantial progress.

I have the honour bo be,
Sir,

Your most obedient,
humble servant,


